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It is witii deep regret that the Institute of

Radio Engineers announces the death of

Mt. If. (E. aiaglor

He was the radio operator on board the steam-

ship "Marowijne," which foundered with all on

board during a hurricane on the Caribbean Sea

on August 14, 1915. Mr. Taylor, who was an

Associate Member of the Institute, was in the

employ of the Tropical Radio Telegraph Com-
pany at the time of his death.

The heroic steadfastness required by the radio

operator in stress and storm is shown by this

catastrophe.



THE TRAINING OF THE RADIO OPERATOR*

By

M. E. Packman

In contra-distinction to the advance that has been made by
the scientific and commercial development of radio telegraphy,

the operator problem stands much as it did in the earUest days.

While radio equipment has undergone many improvements,

traffic departments have accomplished much in the organisa^

tion and collection of business, and the number of equipments

has greatly increased, little has been done to increase the ef-

ficiency of the operating staff. In former days the only question

asked of a nuui applying for a position as wireless operator was*,

"Are you an operator?" Since the advent of the Governmeort

License it has been changed to "Have you a license?" An
affirmative answer was and is, in the majority of cases, all thai

is required to secure the applicant his position. In some cases,

this was necessary; and it will undoubtedly continue to be so

inasmuch as it is not always possible to obtain a competent

man at the particular moment that an operator is needed. It

seems, however, that if the (jiiestion of the training; and selection

of o{)erators for radio service were handled in a manner more in

accord with that followt-d by railroads, the (l<'|)l()rable condition

that exists in some laixl antl sliif) stations would be greatly

improved. As all persons acquainted with tlie commercial

development of radio communication in this country well know,

a very chaotic state of atTairs existe*! prior to the time that the

Dej)artment of Commerce placed certain restrictions on radio

equipment, operators, and methods of operating. After the

matter of wave length restrictions has been more nearly adjusted

to meet present conditions, I thinlc it will be possible to say that

as a whole conditions have been much improved.

As far as the operators are concerned, the Government
examinations have weeded out many undesiral)le men from the

service and consequently have raised the standard a little higher,

but it must be borne in mind that the Department of Com-

* Presented before The Institute of Radio Engineers, New York, October
6th, 1915.
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merce looks at the efficiency of the operator from a di£fereiit

point of view than should the commercial company if it is seeking

the most suitable men. The requirements of the department

are only a part of what good commercial service demands, tho

in many cases a first grade license is all that is required or asked

for.

As one man of my acquaintancCi who employs a great many
operators every year has stated in referring to the operators on

his ships, ''Some of these men cannot send, some of them cannot

receive, some of them cannot adjust a detector, and some of

them cannot tunc." Such men as he refers to. that do little

else than ride hack and forth on the sliips. arc coninion in the

radio service rvcrywiKTc; and the excuse is made tliat it is

cUfficuh to find men who arc good teU'graj)hcrs and at the same

time are capable of handUnR a radio set to the ^;reatest ad-

vantajce. This condition is the natural result of attempting; to

get efficiency out of men who have had no telegraphic experience

or who have had no training in the use of commercial radio

apparatus. 1 have known men whose highest aim in life was to

he so exjjcrt a telegrapher that they could sit down and work

any telegraph circuit at which they might be placed. On the

other hand, there are radio operators who are interested only in

the handling of the instruments; and again there are men who
have no particular interest in any phase of the business, other

than its outside attractions. Obviously none of these classes

of men completely fill the requirements of a "good" operator,

but this list includes practically all the available men, with

few exceptions, who have not been specially trained.

A question then arises: what are the qualifications of a

"good" operator. In the first place, he should be capable of

transmitting signals clearly, accurately, and rapidly in either

American Morse or Continental Morse. He should understand

that any communication not only has to be sent but also to be

received; and realizing this, he will space his characters and

words so that they will be easily understood by the receiving

operator. He should know when to repeat and when it is unneces-

sary, when to send slowly and when he may send faster. In

receiving, he should be able to read almost any kind of sending,

and to make a neat copy with either pen or typewriter regardless

of whetluT he has inlcrfcn iuc to contend with or not. If he is

caj)al)h^ of getting tlie most out of his instruments he nnist

tlioroly nndrTstantl tlie principles which underlie their de>ign.

This knowledge must be so perfect and of so practical a nature
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that he will know instantly what is needed in case of emergency

or disaster. He must have a comprehensive knowledge of

telegraphic tariffSf traffic, methods of routing, the location of

various radio and telegraphic stations, etc., so that he can

quickly determine in what way a message can be handled with

the greatest dispatch and least expense. This will not only be

an aid to him in procuring business but it will be of benefit to

the general public with whom he deals. He must be ready and

willing to perform the functions of his office at all times; and

in every case he must be a gentleman.

Some of the qualifications enumerated involve inborn personal

characteristics that are apart from any training that a school

can give. Experience has shown that one phase of the work

will appeal more strongly to one man than another and that it

is seldom the case that a man of his own initiative becomes

proficient in all the things essential to his work. I think it can

be said, however, that given a man with average intelligence,

willingness, and six montliH training in a well organized school;

a proficient radio operator can be developed.

Tlu' object of this paper is briefly to outline the course in

**Kadio Tele^i;rai)h\ as f^ivcn at Dodge's Institute of Telegraphy

at Valparaiso in Indiana, and to show sonic of the methods that

arc used in an effort to meet the rc(|uircnicnts of a comprehensive

training for radio operators or other i)ers()ns interested in the

art of radio communication. More than one-third of tlie students

entering the school are enrolled in the Radio l)cj)artment, and

of this number about two-thirds also take the work in the Morse

Department, thus familiarizing themselves with both codes.

Aside from the special work in cacli of thc-NC departments all

students are required to take n half hour's work in penmanship,

under a competent instructor, each day. To anyone familiar

with telegraphic work, the importance of this is apparent. The
school is also equipped with a large number of typewriters so

that the student may become j)roticicnt in copying directly from

the circuits by this means. The greater portion of the students

completing the course in Radio Telegra|)hy enter the service

of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company with which com-

pany we have a working arrangement. Others of these students

enter other commercial or government service.

As might be expected in an institution of this kind the

student body is made up of all ela.sses. The students are of all

ages, and they come from all parts of the United States; nuiny

of them come even from foreign countries. Some of those who
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enroll in the Radio Department^ especially, are college graduates;

many are high school graduates, while some of them have very

meagre education. Altho we have no regular entrance require-

ments, as far as education is concerned, it is frequently the case

that we are compelled to refuse the applicant because of his lack

of elementary education. The average student is between

eighteen and twenty years of age and has had two years of high

school training. This is, of course, a desirable qualification, and

I have found that those students who have had amateur ex-

perience together with the high school work are the most apt in

mastering the radio work. This is due, of course, to their great

interest in the radio field. Another class of men that invariably

develop into excellent radio operators is drawn from the com-

mercial and railroad fields. There is also a great variance in the

ulterior motives of the different students. The majority of them,

of course, expect to prepare themselves for service as com-

mercial radio operators. However, we have many special stu-

dents with entirely different objects in view. Among these

are men from the armies and navies of foreign countries as well

a.s some from the United States government service. We have

other students who are interestetl in the subject from a scientific

standpoint only, some who expect to teach the subject in other

schools and collet's, and so on.

In arraiifiinj; a course tliat will meet these varied conditions,

numerous points hail to be considered. In the first place, it is

impossil>le in most cases for the student to remain in school for

a period exceedinp six months. Tliis means that all the work

relatinji to the subject must be covered within this time at most.

In the second pincc, owin^; to the lack of preparatory training

in electrical sciciuc. it is neci'ssarv U) begin with the very prin-

ciples of electricity; and considering the extent of such elec-

trical knowli (lu;(> that an ojicrator should have, and the complexity

of some electrical ideas, it rcijuires a very careful selection of the

subject matter in order that the c()urse be made as comprehensive

as jiossible. Many of the theories which underlie the working

of radio apparatus, involve the |)rinciples of alternating currents,

a subject which is usually taken up in the third or fourth year

in engineering courses; and altho simple to an electrical engineer

is very complex iun\ difficult of explanation to a studetit who has

no foundation for such work. Nevertheless, these ideas have

to be covered in order that the student is eventually able to

reason out many of the problems and questions that may present

themselves sooner or later. In our work the students are not
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shown lists of questions, the answers to which can be memorized,

and their examinations are the result of actual knowledge of

radio apparatus, its uses, merits, and failings. This, it appears,

is the only possible manner in which a "good" operator can be

trained so far as theory and manipulation of apparatus are

concerned.*

In general, the theory, afljustment and operation of radio

efjiiipment is given in a series of leetures associuteti witii labo-

ratory work, which oecupies three hours eaeh forenoon, five

days per week. The beginning elass is held l)etween 11 and 12,

an interrnetUate chiss between 9 and 10, and the advanced elass

between 8 and 9. The hour between 10 and 11 is devoted to

eode practiee. Other code classes are held from 1.30 to 3 P. M.,

4 to 5 P. M., and 7 to 8 P. M. The penmanship cla.ss is held

ix'tween 3.30 and 4 P. M. During the summer months, the

evening session is discontinue*!. In describing the various parts

of the course, 1 shall take up the eode work first.

At the time the Department of Radio Telegraphy was

established, the American Morse eode was used almost (
x-

clusively in the radio service in this country, the South Welltleet

station being the only one that used Continental Mor.se exten-

sively, so far as I am informed. With this condition existing,

it was a simple matter to train a Morse operator to receive the

same code thru telephone receivers. In the Morse Department

of the school, there was and is every facility for training a

student in Morse receiving where there are a great variety of

speeds. A new student is started on a circuit where an instructor

makes the characters of a letter and the student pronounces the

letter; and as he becomes familiar with the combinations form-

ing all the letters, he is advanced 'to a circuit on which short

words are sent, which he calls off as he recognises them. In this

way a student is advanced from one circuit to another until he is

receiving at a speed of twenty-five to thirty words per minute.

On the more advanced circuits in the commercial and railway de-

partment, the instruction consists of commercial and railway

messages or train orders. Examinations are held from time to

•One method of preparing u man for a government license, which I have
been informed in used, is to furnish the student with a list of questions, such
as are used hv tho in.s|x»ctors in oxainininfr ;i])p!ic;uils for oyxTators' licnisc^.

together with the correct answer to each question. W ith such a list of qucs-
ti(MD» and ftnswers, it is a simple matter for a telegrapher to pass the exami-
nation as givon by the Dopartnicnt of T'onmicrcr, fuovidod ho d(M\s not writo

down answer six for Question five, tiuch a man is of course worthless in

actual radio service alUio he has neverUieless passed the requirements of the
Department of Commeroe.
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time and the students making the fewest mistakes in their

copies, which are marked with care, are advanced to higher

circuits. •

After a student who had enrolled in the radio course had

progressed to the point where he could receive eighteen to

twenty words per minute from a sounder, he was transferred to

the radio code work. All such students were supplied with

practice sets including a single slide tuning coil, detector, fixed

condenser, head telephone . receiver, and sufficient aluminum

wire to construct an indoor antenna, as well as a key and buzzer

mounted on a base board. An oporator at the radio station in

the school sent press matter at a speed of about fifteen words per

minute for a iktIcxI of an hour and a half or so, and at a faster

speed for an e(|ual period. Students, supplied with the small

receivinp: sets which they liad installed in their rooms, were

supposed to sjx iid the afternoon in copying these si^rnals. This

irjetlind \va< very ^ood. in som<' respects, where the total number

of students was small and where they were all able to receive

ordinary ^b)r^e signals at a fair spe^vj. They not only had the

Ix'iH'fit of the code practice but they also luid some practical

experience in the adjustment of detectors and in tuninp, which

is, of cour-e, a valuabh' part of an operator's training. On the

other hand where students are depended upon to pet their own
practice in this way. they are very apt to waste a great deal of

time and their progress is slow.

In the spring of 1918. the Departm<'nt of ( "ommerce rep\ila-

tions went into effect, calling for Continental code and examina-

tions for licenses. It was evi<lent that numerous changes would

have to be made in the course of instruction in order that the

students might receive the necessary and proper training. As

a result a complete reorganization of the department was in-

augurated. The Continental code is now taught exclusively in

the Kadio Department and the .system used for many years in

the Morse work is folIow(>d with the exception, of course, that all

receiving is done with telephone receivers instead of by means
of a -oimder.

Ten code circuits, operated at various speeds, are used at

the present time. On circuits 8, 9, and 1 1), which are the begin-

ners* circuits open buzzers are used. An instructor sends letters

singly on the lowest of these, and the student calls out the

letter as he recognizes it. The student is not permitted to copy

on paper at the start as it is found that he then invariably loses

interest before he has accomplished anything. There is always
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a little rivalry among the mernbors of a group of new students

as to which one will be the first to call off the letters as they are

sent : and this urges them to use increased energy in mastering

the first few days' work. As they become familiar with all the

letters, figures, and characters prescribed for radio signaling the

students are advanced to a higher circuit where they pronounce

words. Insitle of a few weeks or less, they are able to receive

words sent at a rate of four or five per minute. The length of

time required, of course, depends upon the natural aptitude of

the student, and his application.

Figure 1 shows the general arrangement of the cotle and
lecture room; the photograph, being taken from the instructor's

desk does not, however, inclutle the switch board and instruments

FusritK 1

used in controlling the circuits. On circuits 1 to 7, all receiving

is done thru double head telephone receivers similar to those

used in commercial working. The transmitter or signal producing

device used on all of the.se circuits consists of a buzzer, con-

trolled by a telegraph key, having line wires connected to the

terminals of the interrupter, a condenser lieing interposed in one

or both of these. On circuits 3 to 7, there is one transmitter on

each circuit, with telephone terminals bridged across the line

wires for seven students. Circuits 1 and 2 are arranged in long
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lines along the side of the code room, and each is divided into

eight stations all of which are equipped with a busser trans-

mitter, condenser and transfer switch for changing from sending

to receiving. All of these circuits are connected with a Western

Union switch board at the instructor's desk by means of which

any one of the circuits may be connected with any other or any

transmitter on the instructor's desk can be instantly connected,

by means of a loop pin with any circuit. Or, in the same manner,

a telephone transmitter may be connected with any circuit.

The code speeds on circuits 7 to 1 are gradual variations from

five or six words per minute on 7 to the highest speeds on circuits

1 and 2 which usually are connected together. Each of the

buczers on these circuits is separately adjusted so as to ^jive out

as good u note as |)()ssil)l{', and it always happens that there are

as many dilTt R'nt tones as there are buzzers inasmucii as it is

difficult to obtain a perfect tone from all. This I consider to l)e

an extreme advantage, however, over the system used in some

schools when' one master vibrator or other audio frecjuencv

gt'iicratin^ device is vised as a source of power to su|)ply all

circuits. It is jiossible for a student to beconu' so familiar with

one sj)ark fre(|ueiicv, especially if it is absolutely regular, that he

will have great ilifhculty in copying commercial stations which

have sparks varying in a more or less degree from the |)erfect

tone. With the individual buzzer method, however, an ex-

perienc<Ml operator, when listening in on our faster circuits to

the interchange of radio messages will not fail to rcH'ogniae its

true ring. Some of these student stations emit a high musical

spark resembling the 5(X)-cycle stations, while there are others

of varying pitch down to the rough irregular spark such as is

emitted by the old low frequency sets of the Shoemaker type.

In fact nearly every condition of arcing or other irregularity in a

commercial transmitter is automatically met.

To some this may appear to be a deplorable way in which to

teach a student to copy telegraph code, but on further con-

sideration it is evident that the student not having had a perfect

spark to copy from at all times, has accustomed himself to just

the conditions of regular commercial service. Altho the tendency

is toward a universal use of musical sparks and apparatus with

which such sparks can be readily and easily maintained, it will

undoubtedly' be a long time before the difficulties of tone adjust-

ment will be done away with. Again, the moral effect of an

irregvdar or rough spark is impressed upon the mind of the

student. Some students of their own accord entleavor to get and
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maintain a clear tone, while others are more or less indifferent.

In any case, the advantages of the good tone are evident and a
certain pride is ordinarily taken in maintaining such tones.

(I have been told by old operators that our students can be

recognized by the adjustment of their test buzzers.)

Another advantage of the individual buzzer arrangement

is that the loudness of the different stations can be readily ad-

justed to any fixed value,assuming that the frequencyof interrup-

tion is constant. As previously mentioned, a condenser is

intf'rp<jsed between either one or both sides of the line and the

buzzer, and by constructing these condensers so that they have

different capacities, their impedences are differrat and hence

different stations can be made to send out signals of different

strengths. Some of tho stations have adjustable condensers and
he'ncc have a ready means of "varying tiieir power." At the

instructor's desk, variaf)le condensers are used so that the signal

stren{!;th can he varied from just au(hhihty to any (h'sired vahie.

Other methods of varying the signal stren^;th in such circuits

reathly present themselves. !)ut the method outlined above has

proven to be the most satisfactory of any that I have tested.

In any ca.se it is exceedingly important that the practice signals

be not too loud and it is desirable to have them of ditTerent

strenjjths. It has been my experience that a student may
become .so proficient in the code work on the circuits, that he

can copy the most complicated code and cipher messages from

the fastest senders, but when placed in the radio receiving room

he will be able to get but little of what is being sent. This

is partly due to the fact that he may be practicing with too

loud signals. Ability to read very faint signals from dbtant

stations is largely a matter of ear training and for this reason

it is desirable to have the practice signals quite weak. On the

other hand, an operator who is accustomed to receiving such

signals may become so confused by very loud signals that he will

be unable to copy them.

Each station on circuits 1 and 2 is provided with four calls;

that is, it represents four different ship or land stations and the

operator at each of these places is expected to answer any one of

these calls. Inasmuch as the international call letters assigned to

commercial stations in this country, into the service of which

most of our students ^o, are combinations beginning with W or

K, each of the .student stations has one call beginning with each

of these letters. The two remaining calls are selected from those

used in the United States Naval service or foreign stations, tlius
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giving a wide variety of conil)inati()ns. Some of these ealls are

selected on account of the difficulty encountered in transmitting

them, or again there may he two that are easily confused or

wrongly interpreted by a receiving operator. Others admit of a

rhythmical swing which experienced operators develop. Among
the different stations and ships represented on these circuits are

those at the principal ports on our sea coasts and on the Great

Lakes and the vessels which are likely to be in communication

with them. The instructor's desk answers to or uses any call

not assigned to one of the student stations. Occasionally the

entire system of calls is changed. It is thought that such a

system as this trains the student to be quick to recognize as well

as to send difficult or uncommon calls.

Practically all the code work on these faster circuits consists

of message work, and such other communications as are actually

carried between ships and radio stations. Everything is carried

over these circuits in accordance with the provisions of the

London Convention, the Marconi traffic regulations, and good

judgment. Students are not permitted to converse over the

circuit nor to carry on any conversation except where the exigency

of the case demands it. Messages are sent from one station to

another with proper prefixes and service instructions, being

relayed where necessary and filed for future reference. As might

be expected, a student is often tempted to give an O. K. on a

message addressed to his station when a goodly portion of it is

missing rather than to ask for a repetition or to say that he had

not received it, and in order to circumvent this, nearly all the

messages sent out from the instructor's desk are messages that

call for answers or must be relayed. This proves to be a very

satisfactory method of insuring that the communication has

been actually received and soon the student ceases to commit
such offenses. Sometimes a wrong check is purposely affixed

to determine if the student will note this. The various ship

' stations send in their *'T R" reports and positions which must
conform to the practice of commercial stations; in fact, every-

thing is handled as nearly in conformity with actual conditions

as possible. Very little press is sent over these circuits as it not

only gives the student a fictitious idea of his ability, but really

furni>h('s little practice. In fact, 1 am convinced that it has a

tendency to make him "guess" mon' than any tiling else, which

is. of cours<', one of tlie worst habit< that an operator can accpiire.

In case such material is sent over the circuits, it is generally an

article iiaving in it many uncommon words. In some instances
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subjects in French. (Icrnian or Spanish, or h)np; lists of code or

cipher words arc sent in an endeavor to train the student to

write down just what he receives, by sending such material that

he is unable to form any advanced ideas.

Another failing common to many operators, which we have

endeavored to overcome in our men, is the inability to read

signals thru interference. There always ha>; been more or le.'^s

of this to contend with, but now that all commercial work is

ordinarily carried on at the same wave length, or at best at a few

wave lengths the confusion has become greater; and when
severe atmospheric disturbances exist in additioOi it taxes the

ability of the operator to the utmost. The acquiring of ability

or skill in reading signals under these conditions is a matter of

patience and concentration of the mind on one particular tone;

a faculty which can be developed by training. In order, in a

measure, to duplicate the condition of interference and to bring

out this faculty of copying under adverse conditions, I make it

a practice at times to have an interfering transmitter, or possibly

several, working on the same circuit at the same time the regular

code practice is being carried on over this circuit. This is done
an hour or so each day and the results are exceptional. Ordinarily

an omnigraph or other automatic transmitter is used to operate

the interfering buzzer, the strength of the signals being variable.

However, at times two groups of students will be carrying on
communication simultaneously on the same circuit.

For the regular code practice, no automatic transmitters or

sending machines of any kind are used, altho we have a number
of varieties; except that a day or two before the government

inspector visits the school, the omnigraph is used in order that

the applicant shall not be confused by its mechanical accuracy.

Hand sending by expert radio operators is depended upon
entirely. All students receive such instruction either one and a
half or two hours per day depending upon which circuit they

happen to be working and the state of their advancement. Dur-
ing such periods of the da}- as there is no instruction on the

circuit the students send among themselves, each being assigned

a certain part of an hour, the schedules being rigidly maintained.

It is generally considered that not all men can become
expert senders, this being a natural qualification with some;

but it has been our experience that nearly any person can become

a good sender if he is taught the full arm "pump handle" move-
ment and rigorously practices it. Slow .sending, if heavy, dis-

tinct, and properly spaced is always better than light rapid
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.sending in the case of a new man. After he has once beeonu' a

good sender, he ea.«ily aecjuires the sjx'ed wliieli is essential in

many ca.ses. Taking ojx'rators as they are ordinarily ft)imd.

better speed can geiHTally he made and more business transaet<Ml

in tlie same time. !)>• st-nding good ilistinct eharaeters at a speed

of twenty or twenty-two words per minute than can he done by

trMii-'init t inij; at a s|)eed of twenty-eight or thirty words per

minute. There is always a tendency for new men to endeavor

to "burn up" some other operator by rapitl sending and if he is a

poor sender at best, a great deal of time is lo.'^t as a result. Our
code circuits are fitted with good telegraph keys, some Western

Union keys, and some heavier keys similar to those frequently

found in radio .stations; and students are urged to practice a

correct method of standing on theKe during all their spare mo-
ments. In cases where a man is especially stiffened in the

musclea of his forearm from manual labor, or in other cases, we
insist on an hour or so of continuous sending every day. After

4 student has practiced a correct method of s(>n(ling imtil he has

become sufficiently competent to transmit signals clearly, ac-

curately and without ''breaking/' he is allowed to operate the

s.eh<jol station on field days. Students are always anxious to do

this but good sending on the practice circuits is pre-requisite.

In most cases a good sender is the result.

In the technical or theoretical phase of the work the first

part of the course consists of a study of the elements of elec-

tricity and magnetism, emphasising such points as relate directly

to radio apparatus and abreviating such matters as are not of

first-hand importance. Following these more elementary sub-

jects, the course is extended into a study of dynamo electric

machinery, going only briefly into the theory of such apparatus,

but ipving special attention to the actual principles of the genera-

tion of current, the factors influencing the output, the function

of the various parts, as well as the use, and care of such machines

and methods of making tests and repairs. In connection with

the study of alternating current machines the student b familiar-

ised with terms common to alternating current operation (fre-

quency, wave form, power factor, etc.), so that when the study

of capacity and inductance has been taken up, the elements of

alternating current problems will be less difficult. To facilitate

the study of dynamo-electric machinery, the laboratory is equip-

ped with a number of types of motor-generator sets used in radia

service as well as various other A. C. and D. C. motors and

generators of dilTerent capacities, together with starters, rheo-
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stats and other auxiliary apparatus. Figure 2 is a view of the

f^eneral laboratory which shows j-ome of this equipment. In the

foreground is a direct current generator, belted to a three-phase

FlCSl RE 2

induction motor, the set being used to supply direct current for

operating the motor-generators and other direct current ap-

paratus. The generator of this set is of very open construction

and the terminals of all windings are brought to a connection

block, making it a very convenient machine for demonstration

work. Along the right hand side of the picture can be seen several

radio transmitters, of diflferent types, used for instruction and

demonstration work. Along the wall to the left, not visible in

the photograph, are cabinets containing various kinds of physical

and electrical in.strumcnts, tuning devices, measuring instru-

ments, and other apparatus useful in experimental work in radio

telegraphy.

After completing that part of the work covering dynamo-
electric machinery, a study of electro-magnetic induction is taken

up, theoreticalh' and experimentally. This is one subject upon

which too much time cannot be spent and every effort is made
to present the phenomena of inductance and self and mutual

induction in such a manner that the student will get a clear

conception of principles involved. The effects of self inductance
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are discussed in their relation to tiie i)riniarv circuits of induction

coils and transformers. In the explanation of mutual induction

I have found the use of audio fre(juency currents, general e«l hy a

buzzer, very helpful, using induction coils or coupling coils in

which one of the coils can he rotated with respect to the other.

Tse is also made of coupling transformers of all typ<'s common
to radio service, the result of which is that the student looks at

the {)rinciple rather than any one form of construction. Many
other schemes used hy instructors in physics can he used to ad-

vantage. This part of the course is concluded with a study of the

practical construction of commercial induction coils and trans-

formers such as are used in radio installations, here as elsewhere,

attention being drawn to methods of testing and making tem-

porary or permanent repairs.

Ft)Ilowing this work the next part of the radio set that is

studied is the condenser, it being con.sidered in its various forms

and constructions. An effort is made to give the student a clear

insight into the principles which are involved in certain important

phenomena. Methods of calculating the approximate capacities

of different types are shown, and then the means of obtaining

any desired value of capacity, with definite dielectric strength,

hy the combinat ion of standard units is demonstrated. Emphasis
in this case is laid on the methods by wh ch the proper capacity

in the condenser of a radio set can be obtained by re-arranging

the separate units of the condenser which has been injured,

thru breakdown or puncture, and the precautions which must
be taken in thus using it. Methods of charging condensers as

used in the closed circuit of transmitters and the necessity for

and function of the spark gap are demonstrated; which leads

to a study of oscillatory discharges.

It htm been my experience that unless the theoretical work
is varied or made attractive by the interposition of actual radio

telegraphing, thus givmg an actual demonstration of some of

these theories, it often happens that the student will lose interest,

with the result that he faUs to grasp the very things which are

most essential. At this point, then, a horisontal aerial is strung

up a short dbtance from the ground thus constituting a very

apparent air condenser, and an induction coil is connected

thereto forming a plain aerial transmitter* With thk arrange-

ment signals or messages are sent to portable stations. Altho

this type of transmitter is generally known to the student, the

experiment proves an interesting diversion in which many of the

practical difficulties encountered in the operatiou of such sets
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with larj^c induction coils, and their remedies, can be easily

demonstrated and in a forcible manner.

Just at this point, when the student has in mind the oscilla^

tions of the current in this plain aerial transmitter and the

radiation of electric waves, I have found it to be a very opportune

time to go ahead with the explanation of the terms period and

frequency, and their relation to wave length. With an aerial

100 feet long, all of which is visible, the student can be made
almost to see the oscillation running out to the end of that wire

and returning in a given time, and if the wire is longer that it

will take a greater length of time for the complete oscillation.

After concluding the study of plain aerial transmitters, with

stress laid on the limiting quantity of charge that can be con-

verted into radio frequency energy in consequence of the small

capacity of the aerial, the work naturally leads into the study of

coupled transmitters wherein much larger capacities can be used.

With an understanding of oscillatory currents already acquired,

the effects of the constants of the closed circuit on the wave
length are quite apparent. I liavc found tiiat a study of wave
len^tlis in a circuit which does not radiate waves, leads to much
c()nfusi()n and lack of understanding hence the reason for a

cf)nsi<l('ration of wave length in connection with the plain aerial

transmitter first.

During that part of the work covering closed circuits of the

tran.smitter, I assume a circuit having a condenser of a certain

capacity about which is shunted an inductance of .some twenty

turns. It is stated that the wave length using say two turns is

300 meters. The inductance of the heli.x per turn is then cal-

culated, and the results tabulated. The student then calculates

the wave length with the movable clip on each of the twenty

turns and enters this data in his tabulation after which attention

is invited to the fact that the wave length varies as the square of

the number of turns. From this it is apparent that in case he

was working on a ship and for any reason was required to change

his wave length say from 300 to 600 meters the position of the

clips would be instantly known, with fair approximation, with-

out the use of a wave meter or other device. In like manner, the

effect of the condenser capacity on the wave length is demon-

strated; and cases are assimied wherein a portion of the con-

denser is damaged and the use of half of the condenser with a

definite increase in the inductance will give the wave length re-

quired, this to be obtained without the use of measuring instru-

ments. It is a well known fact that the majority of operators,
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after having; once locatetl a 600-m('tt'r juljustmcnt on tlu'ir receiv-

ing tuners, actualh' do very little tuning, and in ease of accident

to a ship or its radio e(iuipnient, it is very necessary tliat the

operator on such a ship should be al)le to maintain his apparatus

in such a condition that he can send on a wave very nearly 600

meters in length. In cases where the distance is great, this may
be of extreme importance. Close coupling will not ans\N(T in

all cases antl hence an endeavor is made to give the student a

knowledge of the best and quickest way in which to meet such

conditions (to say nothing of the value which such information

is to him at all other times). In order to verifj- the calculations

and to bring the facts more emphatically to mind, the wave

length at each adjustment is measured in the laboratory by

means of a wave meter and the results are tabulated along with

the calculated values in the note book which every student keeps.

The results of such measurement are also reproduced in curves.

Fdlowing this work, means for. transferring the oscillating

enensy to the radiating circuit and the conditions under which

the greatest current is produced in the antenna are taken up and

explained. Various methods are demonstrated in the laboratory

for indicating the maximum antenna current, so that an operator

will have some way of determining if his antenna is radiating

the maximum amount of energy whether he has an approved

hot wire ammeter or not. In the study of resonance between

an oscillating circuit and an oscillating E. M. F., no attempt is

made to avoid ihe actual alternating current principles which

determine the strength of current that will flow in a circuit

containing resistance, Inductance and capacity. Once thu idea

is formed in the mind of a student a great many questions such

as . resonance phenomena in the audio frequency circuits, the

use and proper capacity of telephone condensers in receivers,

etc., are readily understood. In any case of this kind, the general

theory is explained and then demonstrated by experiment.

After demonstrating the tuning of the open and closed circuits

in different ways the effects of re-transference of energy between

them and the production of two wave lengths are brought o;it.

Here, as in many other cases, it is necessary to exaggerate the

fact in order to make the <lesired impression, and for this purpose

we have some special apparatus with which it is possible to

produce two wave lengtlis differing from each other by several

hundred meters, with the two circuits tuned to an intermediate

value.

At this point we take up the study of spark gaps especially
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the ciuencht'd jjjap which, when placed in the primary circuit of

the above coupled system, serves to demonstrate the quenching

action in a forcible manner. I have constructed a small quenched

gap having ten sections which quenches perfectly operating on

60-cycle current in connection with a one-fourth kilowatt leakage

transformer. An attempt to measure the wave length of the

circuit in which it is contained shows a very flat wave having

a decrement that is difficult to determine. This is shown mounted

on a small panel set (Figure 2) which was built for some experi-

mental work in transmitting on low antennas.

The work in transmitting sets is concluded with a study of

.several standard sets that are in commercial use. showing the

inter-relation of the various parts and auxiliary apparatus such

a.s meters, circuit breakers, antenna switches, etc. One of the

.sets that we have permanently installed in the school is a

Marconi 2-kilowatt, 240-cycle set which was loaned to us thru

the courtesy- of Mr. John Bottomley. This set is complete

with storage battery-induction coil auxiliary set. and receiver.

Several other complete sets of composite type are al.so installed.

Figure 3 is a view of the radio station showing the Marconi

FlOLRE 3

2-kilowatt, 240-cycle transmitter, the storage battery auxiliary

transmitter, switch boards, and various types of receiving ap-

paratus.



During the course, about one week's time is spent on storage

battery work in which are set forth the details of types common
in radio service, their care, methods of charging, etc. Some
circuits applicable to emergency ship lighting are also shown.

In taking up the study of receiving circuits and receiving

apparatus, we begin with a review of the principles of resonance,

again emphasizing the factors which determine the impedence;

wherein it is seen that the alternating K. M. F. i)r()(liieed in

the antenna l)y the passage of a wave train can only i)r<)iliict' a

maximum eurrcnt in tlie antenna to (»arth circuit when the

inductance and capacity of that circuit bear a definite relation

to eacli otiier. Therefore, in order that this circuit shall be

adjusted so as to have a low impedence, its capacity and in-

ductance must l)e made variable by the insertion of a variable

condenser and a tuning coil at its cartheil end. Before progressing

farther into the theory of tuning, it is necessary to consider the

action of some detector, such as a crystal rectifier, stating its

function and tlie actual reason for its use. After this has been

done, a detector can l)e included in our antenna circuit and we

have the elements of the simplest form of receiving circuit.

It is shown experimentally and theoreticall}' how this circuit

can be .so adjusted that it will resjiond to waves of widely differing

length; and then how it can be further adjusted .so that it will

respond only to frequencies which are very near to that to which

'it is tuned. Such a receiver is then compared with a standard

receiver as to selectivity- and strength of signals, which readily

demonstrates its ilisadvantages. The next improvement on this

simple outfit, the close coupled tuner is taken up in the same
manner, theoretically and experimentally. In connection with

this type of receiver, reference is made to commercial tuners

emlMidyiiig this j)rinciple. such as the Type '*D" tuner of the

United Wireless Telegraph Company, many of which are still

in use. Every student, tho generally much to his displeasure at

first, is required to use one of these tuners in the radio receiving

room until he becomes familiar with its use and possibilities.

After the study of closely coupled . receiving sets, and the

various methods involving a direct coupling, their advantages

and disadvantages, loose or inductively coupled receivers are

taken up; first in an elementary way, and then in connection

with regular receiving sets. Our laboratory is well equipped with

tuning apparatus of various kinds so that quite an opportunity

is offered for setting Mp any standard circuit, or most special

circuits. Specific instructions in the use of commercial tuners,
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such as are used by the commercial companies, follow the

theoretical circuits. A great many operators in commercial

service are incapable uf getting the most out of their receiving

sets; and especially is this true in \hv case of some of the more

complicated receivers involving intermediate circuits or special

tuning apparatus. In order to train the student to make the most

of the facilities at hand and to give him an actual knowledge of

the use of such apparatus, I hav<» used the following sciieme with

success. The tuner or receiving circuit under test is connected

to an antenna in tin- usual manner or to a dummy antenna in

which are induced shari)ly tuned oscillations from a wave meter

excited by a buzzer op( rated by an omnigraph. With the wave
meter in operation, the student adjusts the receiver as broadly

as possible, thus picking up the signals; after which he tunes for

selectivity, and readjusts for the optimum results. After he has

become familiar with the various adjustments several wave
meter transmitters differing more or less in wave length are

simultaneously operated, all being inductively related to the

antenna or dummy antenna. A student will send with one of

these transmitters while the one' manipulating the receiver will

endeavor to separate his signals from the interfering signals.

In a short time the student becomes quite adept in tuning, and

is able to meet many of the difficulties encountered in practice.

In the study of detectors, many of the common types are

included, tho the most emphasis is laid on those of the crystal

rectifying type inasmuch as they are the ones most used in com-

mercial service at the present time. A great deal of stress is

laid on the use of carborundum, which is probably more used

and more reliable than any other detector. In much the same

manner that a student becomes apathetic townrd the Tv[)e

**!)" tuner, he becomes averse to the use of carborundum

for reasons which are well known, but if he is su|)i)lie(l with a

suitable potentionictcr and a large coll(>ction of the>e crystals,

he can generally be convinced that this form of detector has

some merits. Every student, during the courx-, -spends scv«Mal

hours testing crystals. The laboratory is e(|ui[)pcd with a large

number of detector stands, potentiometers, and tuners fitt<'(l

for the use of these crystals, and in u>ing these he gains an idea

of the correct method of using such detectors, and eventually

has more confidence in them.

One forenoon each week, a special class is held at whicli all

students in the radio work are in attendance. This period is

devoted to the discussion and study of radio law, the international
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regulations, traffic rates, method of computing charges, and
similar matters. On some occasions, classes in geography are

held at this hour, and maps of the radio districts are studied,

steamship lines and routes pointed out, location of radio stations

noted, and so on. Each student is required to learn the name of

every passenger steamship line on the Great Lakes, the names
of their vessels, their runs, call letters, and stations with

which they are likely to be in communication. This in-

formation is of great value to a new operator, and requires

very little time to learn. Some students take a great interest

in this work.

Altho our station license is an ( xpi rimental license and calls

for no specific hours of service, we have certain hours during

which we always have one or more men on duty in the receiving

room, where they get a great deal of practical experience. The
requirements as to the matter of maintaining a continuous watch

\ during the time that is assigned to a student are strict, the

result of which is that the man acquires a sense of duty so that

he is much more apt to realize the importance of his position

after he is actually in the service. A complete log is kept of

everything; that transpires, and all messages are copied and filed.

These later are sorted out and entered on report blanks such as

are used by the connnercial companies and which are furnished

by them for this jMirpose. In fact, tin- business of the station,

in every particular, is handled by the students in a maniH-r as

nearly in conformity with coinniercial practice as is possible.

In rating students for p(»siti<»ns Wwir record in the receiving

room, and number and c(;mpleteness of tlie messages copied are

taken into consideration.

The receiving mom is well e(iui|)])e<l with commercial tuner>

and some sp<M'ial receivers and other receiving apparatus. In

the lal>oratory we have api)aratus for receiving undamped,

continuous wmvc stations as well as spark stations, and tuning

apparatus for waves as long as 14, ()()() meters. Most of the

equipment in the receiving room is commercial apparatus, while

the experimental apparatus is used in the laboratory .«^tation.

Figure 4 is a photograph in the laboratory receiving room,

showing some special receiving apparatus used in research work.

At the right is seen a long wave receiving coupling and on the

left is a continuous wave generator which was built for testing

receivers for undamped waves. It can also be used as a generator

for heterodyne receiving. A radio-telephone, with which some
experimental work has been done, can be seen in the foreground
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on the left. Any transmitter in the laboratory can be controlled

from this room. .

For the regular station work, we have a standard six wire

aerial, supported on a 100-foot (31 meter) steel tower, brought

down to a mast on the building. In connection with the labo-

FlGURE 4

ratory apparatus, we have a smaller four wire aerial and a long

single wire antenna, used principally for long wave reception.

With the arrangement of these different aerials and certain

apparatus, it is possible to have several groups of students

receiving simultaneously without mutual interference. Ordi-

narily we have two well-advanced operators on duty in the

station from 8 A. M. until midnight; however, in case of severe

storms over the lalce region, a continuous watch is maintained.

Another interesting feature of the work in the radio course

is the so-called "field work." One afternoon each week, when the

weather conditions permit, the students are divided up into

parties of four to eight and supplied with portable receiving sets

or complete field sets which are taken out into the surrounding

country and set up. Aerials are erected on poles provided for

the purpose or put up on high trees. Occasionally a kite will be

used to elevate an aluminum wire or a small boat on one of the

nearby lakes will be equipped with a small sending and receiving
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set. Figure 5 shows a field station, in the charge of a group of

students, with which they are in communication with the station

at the school. As will be seen this set includes both transmitter

and receiver, and when the aerial is elevated to a suitable height,

Figure 5

it has a range of several miles. It can be used either as a "plain

aerial" set or directly coupled, radiating about half an ampere

either way when properly tuned.

Communication is established between these field stations

and the school, where an operator is maintained. During the

course of such work aerial construction, methods of quickly

putting up an emergencj' aerial, and the importance of good

earth connections are demonstrated in an interesting and forcible

manner. I have also found this to Ixj an excellent manner in

which to combine practical detector adjustment, tuning and

wiring up of apparatus. Many interesting experiments that can

be performed in the open country readily present themselves,

all of which are of advantage in an operator's training. The
effects of broad and sharp waves, necessity of tuning, and the
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adrantaf^es of high spark frequencies and so on are readily set

forth in an interesting manner.

For the benefit of speeial students or those who are par-

tieuhiriy interested, we have a somewhat more a(ivanee(l eourse

in eU'ctrieal and racUo engineering subjects ineiuding radio

telegraphic measurements and theories. The extent of this

work, at the present time, is limited owing to a lack of necessary

equipment, but at the same time it offers some advantages to

those students who are aml)itious and desirous of extending their

knowledge of the art of radio communication.

During the coming fall it is our plan to erect a second steel

tower 175 feet (54 meters) high at a distance of 400 feet (123

meters) from our present tower. It is also expected that we will

add considerably to our electrical equipment at that time.

SUMMARY: The qualifications of a "good" operator are divid«d into
Uibom and acquired or teachable characteristics. A course of training for

radio operators is then discussed in detail. The entrance requirements and
objects of the students are considered, and the subject matter of the course
ii given.

1. OPERATING DIVISION. Students are Uught to receive on
buzzer-excited circuits, using head band telephone receivers. A number of

dfcnits of gmdually incieasbig speed and difficulty are provided. Dlffeient

tones and intensities of signals are provided to accustom the student to

actual conditions. All messages sent between student stations are in accord-
ance with Hie radio law* and commercial practice. MesMgea must generally
be checked and relayed by the student. Artificial interference la provided to

teach reading of desired message thru such interference.

a. TECHNICAL DIVISION. The elemenury principle! of electricity

and magnetism and the study of dynamo-electric machinery are given.

Inductance, mutual inductance, capacity, wave length and frequency are

studied, together with methods for their predetermination by calculation.

Reaonance phenomena art ahown. Different types ot commercial receiven
and crystal detectors are tested. Field work is done with portable trans-

mitting and receiving sets. Some facilities for research work are provided.
a. TRAFFIC DIVISION. The radio law, intematloaal ragulatloiia,

geography and other material of value to operatoA are taught by lectura*

Work in penmanahip is obligatory.
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DISCUSSION .

Elmer E. Buclier: After eareful consideralion of Mr.
Packman's contribution, I see that he recognizes the time-

worn but desirable search for the "one hundred per cent perfect"

employee. To a slight octent, I agree with him that in some
respects the efficiency of the operating staff of commercial

radio telegraph companies might be improved; but I must
take complete exception to the allegation that the training

of operators has suffered neglect, or that progress in this detail

has not kept pace with general commercial radio development.

The further reference to "deplorable conditions," assumed to

exist in the operating staffs at certain commercial ship and shore

stations, cannot carry weight without citations of specific in-

stances of inability. It is useless to decry the service or per-

sonnel of an entire organization for the disability of a few,

hence it may be of interest to give a bri<'f outline of the method

of instruction in vogue at the various radio schools maintained

by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, thereby dis-

proving the assertion that radio telegraph operators have not

been well trained.

It has been the practice of that Company since its incep-

tion to instruct its employees thoroly in the subject of radio

telegraphy by the establishment of schools both here and aV)road.

In localities where the demand for operators has been insuf-

ficient to warrant the opening of a company-owned school,

local telegraph schools have been subsidized or supplied with

apparatus free of cost. In addition, these schools have had

the free services in an adirisoiy capacity of the Marconi officials

and engineers, who have thereby assured themselves that the

graduated students possess qualifications suitable to a proper

standard. The foregoing policy has been adopted and rigidly

adhered to thruout these years, and it is a fact that the

courses given at privately owned institutions have been gen-

erally modelled after that given at the Marconi training schools.

In general, corporation-owned schools have the advantage

over privately owned schools in that the former are in possession

of a more complete radio equipment and are thus enabled to

offer their pupils a more comprehensive course than is other-

wise possible. Being in closer touch with commercial radio

development and the demands of a well organised radio service,

such companies are prepared to supply their students with the

knowledge most necessary to their requirements, technically

and commerciaUy.
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A particular problem which radio schools are compeUed
to meet is the varied degree of intelligence and ability mani-

fested by the applicant for admission. In a university or college,

before a student is enrolled on the roeter, certain conditions

must be met and complied with; consequently it is assured

that the entrant is, in a large measure, fitted for the mstrue-

tion he is about to receive. More clearly, such applicants

have thru a number of successive years gradually fitted them-

selves for their more advanced work, and are therefore able

to derive the fullest benefit of the instruction.

Obviously, in a radio telegraph school, such a long drawn
out procedure is not possible: first, because the applicant has

neither the inclination nor the financial means to support him-
self over an extended period of training; and second, because

no conmiercial company would care to meet the financial drain

imposed upon its treasury by carrying a student on the reffster

for a great number of months. It may be of interest in this

connection to remark that corporation-owned schools are not

generally a financial success; yet companies are perfectly will-

ing to stand the expense involved in order to maintain a high

standard of service by the employment of a staff of well trained

men, so important to its commercial success.

Therefore, in order that the student may receive a per-

manent assignment in the radio service with the least possible

delay, it becomes the duty of the radio telegraph school to fill

in the gaps in the student's knowledge of the art. In conse-

quence, it is not always possible to inaugurate a definite course

of procedure. In so far as possible, the mode of instruction

must be varied to meet the individual needs of the pupils.

So far the best success has been achieved by first ascertain-

ing the knowledge of the apphcaiit in respect to the radio art

in general and the fundamentals of elementary electricity and

magnetism. This known, we are at once enableti to segregate

the students into two classes. Tlie missing links of the more
advanced student's knowledge are then filled in by a number
of general lectures on radio telegraphy, after which a series

of experiments are made on the actual apparatus.

The student least informed on matters of electricity is placed

in a separate class where he is given thoro instruction in the

elements of electricity and magnetism. Slowly but surely,

the supposed complexities of the art disappear, the pupil having

formed a complete mental picture of the underlying action

upon which the operation of radio telegraph apparatus is based.
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In thi.s work the instructor mu^t exorcise great patience, for

it takes time to shape and mold the thought of a raw recruit

in the ri^^ht direction.

A similar procedure is adopted in respect to instruction

in the telegraph code; i. e., the student's ability is first ascer-

tained, and then a tlivision into classes made accordingly.

In the code classes artificial radio telegraph circuits are

employed thriiout, traffic being dispatched from individual

to individual after the method employed at commercial ship

and shore stations.

The foregoing ii)>truction i> followed up by a series of lectures

on "Radio Traffic" in wliich the student is fully informed on

the International, United States, and Navy regulations. In-

tricate problems which the student may encounter in dealing

with various radio stations of foreign countries are discussed

and solved, until it is certain that the pupil is thoroly familiar-

iied with all possible future conditions which he may meet.

Contrary to the views expressed by the speaker of the eve-

ning, I am in favor of introducing a certain amount of auto-

matic machine sending now and then in the code practice, for

it has been observed to have a marked efTect upon the student's

sending. A good automatic Wheatstone sender, connected

to a buzzer system, and operated at a speed suitable to the pupil's

ability, will do wonders in impressing upon his mind the desir-

ability and necessity of a uniform mode of sending. The ease of

reception experienced impels the student to adopt a similar

mode of formation more or less unconsciously, resulting in

daily improvement.

I would lay down no hard and fast rule concerning the

time required for a student to complete his tuition in radio

telegraphy. I do not believe it possible to make an expert

telegraphist from an absolute beginner in the space of six months,

even tho I am aware that this condition has been approached

in isolated instances. I do, however, mahitain that by six

months' study and close application a student is qualified to

pass the U. S. Government examination and competent to

take an assignment as junior operator at any ship or shore

station.

It might be mentioned here that the Marconi Company
uses every precaution in introducing a beginner into the com-

mercial service. It is its custom to send a school graduate

to sea as a junior operator, under the guidance of an experienced

man. In this manner he is enabled to derive the full benefit
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of the senior operator's previous experience and all possibility

of error thro lack of initiative on his own behalf is thereby elim-

inated.

In respect to training the student to read radio signab

thru interferencCi a school located in a prominent seaboard

city such as New York, does not require artificial "jamming"

or interfering apparatus. A conmiercial receiver connected

to a fur-sised aerial fulfills the requirements, the operator

being enabled to separate interfering stations under actual com-
mercial conditions. Obviously, no better method of training

could be devised.

I note from Mr. Packman's contribution that certain pupils

with whom he has come into contact possessed biased minds,

even to the point perhaps of expressing their desires as to the

type of apparatus they consider preferable! A student having

pre-conceived notions in tliis respect is apt to possess proclivi-

ties along other lines not amenable to disci {)line. Hence I

would lose no time, in extreme cases, for the good of the services,

in eliminating his name innn the records.

I contend that the profession of radio telegraphy requires

young men of live and alert characteristics who are quickly

capable of assimilating new ideas, progressive in their make-

up and business-like in character. To secure a well-rounded

employee, one equally proficient in several branches of a given

art, is one of the problems of the hour; the natural result of

this need has been an age of specialisation which in many fields

has been overdone.

A radio telegraphist cannot be a man of narrow vision.

He must be broad enough to think in terms international for

he comes in contact with peoples, business methods, and social

customs, of all climes and races. Thru several years of experi-

ence I have not found it difficult to lay out a course of procedure

that will fully fit the student in this respect; and I firmly be-

lieve that, in view of their previous training, the degree of pro-

ficiency attained by the average radio employee is remarkable,

and that in no department of wire telegraphic or telephonic

communication will there be found operatives of the attain-

ments of the average telegraphist in charge of radio telegraph

equipment to-day.

I think it will be found on investigation that as far as the

Marconi Company is concerned, the training of radio operators

lias in nowise suffered neglect. livery possil)le availal)le

means has been brought to ))ear in the student's preliminary
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education so that he may be fuUy qualified to meet any emer*

gency arising on his initial assignment to a ship or coast station.

David Samoff: I consider that the radio operator is one

of the most important elements in radio communication. I

agree, in some respects, with Mr. Bucher's refutation of the

statement made by Mr. Packman regarding; "the rather de-

plorable conditions which exist at present in the radio oper-

ating field." I believe there has been a marked tendency

toward improvement in this direction during the past few years,

and observation justifies the expectation that the improve-

ment will continue.

The acquisition of the late United Wireless interests by the

Marconi Company, therel)y placing the large number of radio

operators under the control of one organization, and the inter-

national rcc^uircmcnts tiiat a single code—continental be

universally employed, have helped matters considerably. By
having all operators under the control of a single organization,

antagonism and rivalry among operators otherwise employed by

competing radio or steamship companies are removed and this

is a very important factor. The advantages of a universal

code are obvious in that it renders Communication between

operators of all nations more flexible.

Before operators are employed in the Marconi service,

they are required to pass thru the Marconi School of In-

struction where they are given thoro instruction in the prin-

ciples and manipulation of the various types of radio equip-

ment in general commercial use.

The procuring of a government radio license is not con-

sidered sufficient proof of the operator's ability and general

fitness for the Marconi service. There are of course excep-

tional instances where deviation from this rule is imperative

and under such conditions the choice of an operator must be

governed by the exigencies of the moment.

I should like to say a word or two about the traming of

the radio operator, starting from the point where Messrs. Pack-

man and Bucher leave the subject.

In my opinion the actual training of the operator commences
after he leaves school and joins the operating staff. I have

frequently thought that the present method of employing grad-

uates from radio schools in the radio service is wrong; for the

reason that at present their first positions are given them on

shipboard whereas the better way would be to assign them
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first to coast statioDB, where they would obtain the benefit

of the more skilled operators on shore, who are thoroly familiar

with the proper methods of conducting radio traffic. Here

also, the novices in the profesnon have a better opportunity

of handling a larger amount of radio traffic, under the guidance

and with the assistance of the more matured and trained coast

station operators. The early Marconi operators, and those

Avho now hold the more important positions in the organi-

zation, were thus trained.

Unfortunately, however, my theory is not possible of adoption

by radio orfjanizations at present, for the following reasons.

First. Because the number of coast stations now in oper-

ation, as compared with the number of ship stations, is pro-

portionately very small.

Secondly. Because the majority of the coast stations are

situated in out-of-the-wa}' places where, by reason of exist-

ing circumstances, it is not practical to assign any but trained

operators.

Thirdly. If a graduate from a school is sent to an impor-

tant const station and spends some time in becoming proficient,

it is hardly to be expected that he would thereafter view with

favor the assignment to a less important position on shipboard.

Here, too, the difference in salaries paid at ship and shore stations

would play an important part.

It is interesting to note from this evening's paper the dif-

ferent methods employed in training the student to become

a proficient radio telegraphist, but experience has taught us

that there is a marked difference shown by the young operator

in transmitting or receiving messages in school, and in hand-

ling regular business at a commercial station. This is but

natural, and a condition which must be expected. It b for

this reason, however, that the disadvantages of placing a school

graduate, even on an unimportant freight ship, are so apparent.

One poor operator on shipboard,' with even a weak radio equip-

ment, can do more harm when in the vicinity of busy ship and

shore stations, than can be undone by ten good operators, with

an equal number of efficient sets.

In the paper on "Kadio Traffic" which I delivered last year

before the Institute, I dwelt at length on the importance of

brevity in radio communication, and this all-important point

cannot be impressed too strongly, especially on the young oper-

ator. Very often I have observed junior operators assigned

to less important ship stations, transmitting a radiogram by
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the longest method possible, inserting unnecessary symbols

and words, repeating where there is no need to do so, and there-

by retarding the movement of traffic very seriously.

The young operator is often actuat^ by a desire to listen

to himsdf sending. On ship stations where traffic is infrequent,

the junior operator often indulges in quite a lot of unneces-

sary preliminaries and finishing touches, when transmitting

or receiving a single message. While these matters may ap-

pear insignificant to some of those present, I submit that you
need only consider the unfavorable conditions of static, or

strays, interference, and frequently poor operating, to appreciate

what it means to indulge in superfluities under such circum-

stances. On the other hand, the advantages of brevity under

these conditions will likewise be apparent. Unfortunately,

the government regulations pertaining to radio communica-

tion, are not adapted to the solution of these practical problems

when they prescribe certain preambles and ^ymbok in handling

radio traffic. In my paper on the subject previously referred

to, I gave examples of this condition.

I also reiterate my long-standing objection to the present

wave length regulations enforced by international agreement.

It avails us very little to produce transmitters of high radiating

efficiency, and receivers capable of sharp tuning, when the ma-
jority of ship and shore stations employ OOO meters ai> their

working wave length. I am aware, of course, that wave lengths

below 600 meters may be used, and while this has been taken

into consideration in the design of the more modern ecjuip-

ments. it fails entirely, nevertheless, to afford the measure

of relief recjuired.

In this connection I might say a word or two in admonition

of the operators who fail to take full advantage of the oppor-

tunity atTorded them by the latest Marconi eciuipments. which

are provided with 300, 450 and (iOO meter wave lengths, and

with facilities for rapidly changing from one wave length to

another, the change Ix'ing etYected by the throwing of a singh*

switch. I have known operators who continue to struggle

thru interference on bOO meters rather than change to 800 or

450 meters, and I have also observed others who do not even

struggle. It is, however, not possible, under the present govern-

ment regulations, to take full advantage of even the wave lengths

mentioned; for the reason that by the rules of the London

Convention it is required that when two .stations communi-

cate, both must employ the same wave length. Therefore,
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while it is feasible for a ship station equipped with the latest

Marconi set to change quickly from 600 to 450 or 300 meters

when communicating with another ship or coast station, it

is not quite so feasible for the coast station to effect the same
change. You will appreciate, therefore, the importance of recon-

sidling the whole subject of wave lengths and traffic regulations.

I would urge all of you who have opinions to express on

this subject, to write the Institute.* It will be glad to acoumu-

hite and summarize all ideas so that a logical and comprehen-

sive statement of facts and suggestions may be presented at

the next International Convention, which is to be held at Wash-
ington, D. C. It may sountl a tritte optimistic to talk of Inter-

national Conventions in these days, but we are hopeful never-

theless.

In connection with the proper manipulation of radio e(iuip-

ments by operators; I have noticed during my experience

that radio engineers are very often prone to criticize the operator

for failure to obtain maximum efficiency, and I doubt not that

the criticism is sometimes warranted; but on the other hand,

something may be said about the radio engineer who, when
designing radio equipment at the laboratory, fails to appreciate

the operator's difficulty on shipboard. For instance, I have

always felt that sufficient attention has not been paid by de-

signing engineers to the subject of detectors. Sensitiveness

seems to be the goal for which most en^eers aim, but apparently

stability is not given the same consideration. There is nothing

more troublesome at radio stations than to handle a detector

which is too frequently affected by vibration, induction from

transmitting apparatus, or by the many other causes which

disturb crystal detectors. Operators many times continue

to call radio stations which promptly respond but are not heard

because the detector at the calling station is temporarily out

of adjustment. Every operator knows that this is a daily oc-

currence and the cause of unnecessary interference, repetition

and consequent delay in the movement of traffic. I am of the

opinion that some form of valve detector is probably most

suitable for commercial operation at ship and shore stations,

because the valve detector gives more promise of possessing

the combination of tlie two important elements, namely, sensi-

tiveness and stal)ilit y.

• A i)n[)or dealing with "The InadviHihility of Wave Lonpth Regulation"
will be delivered by Mi;<>^r.s. (ioldsmith and Hugan later in 1916. AU mem-
bers having views on this subject are strongly urged to oommuiiicate them to
either of the suAhon in writing.
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As regards commercial radio schools versus radio telegraph

company-owned schools: It is preferable, of course, where a stu-

dent can do so, to take up his course of training in a school of a

large radio organisation, because such a school is conducted with

the object of training the men for the company's service and
not for the profit derived from tuition fees. But there are many
cases where, for good reasons, it is not possible for a young
man to attend the company's school, and for this reason the

commercial schook are performing a very important mission

in the radio art. Men must be tnuned, and they should be

trained properly. Many a boy living at or near Valparaiso,

Indiana—^where the Dodge Institute of Radio Telegraphy is

located—might have been unable to take a course in a Marconi

School situated elsewhere, and for tliat reason the Marconi

Company lends its support to, and assists in every possible

way, this School, as well as all other schools which show u desire

to train operators as they should be trained.

Alfred N. Goldsmith: There is no doubt whatever that

the question of wave length regulation, which has been brought

up by Mr. Sarnoff, is worthy of the most careful consideration.

It is further desirable that it be carefully considered at length,

in view of the possibility of an International Convention on

this subject within the next two years. It is not at present

obvious that wave length regulation is at all a necessity, and

certainly the matter is one for considerable discussion.

As an illustration of an undesirable state of affairs, atten-

tion may be called to the restriction of the important range of

wave lengths between 600 and 1,600 meters to the use of the

Government. It will be noted that most of the stations using

these wave lengths are Navy stations, primarily intended for

use in times of war, but not for commercial service in times

of peace. Whenever one realises that in times of war the enemy
would hardly refrain thru courtesy from using wave lengths

within the restricted range, the vidid objection to closing this

range to all commerical ship and shore stations, becomes evident.

The ability to tune skilfully and read thru interference is well

worth cultivation.

I feel further that amateurs have been unduly hampered

by the wave length restrictions which are now current. This,

however, is of comparatively small importance when contrasted

with the really serious crippling of commercial traffic by the

enforced rules concerning GOO meter transmission and the equality
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of wave lengths between ships and their corresponding shore

stations.

I expect that in the near future a paper will be written by
Mr. Hogan and myself dealing with the question of wave length

regulation and considering critically whether any wave length

regulation should be adopted, and furthermore what rules of

radio traffic are most desirable. I am very dedrous that all

members of the Institute or others interested, should correspond

with Mr. Hogan or myself, on this subject in order that we may
have the broadest expression of opinion on which to base our

own judgments.

Referring further to a possible part of the training of the

radio operator which ha,s not l)eon clearly brought out, it seems

to me that it would be well to give the students in radio oper-

ating some courses in reading messages thru atmospheric dis-

turbances. It would be possible to imitate their effect in the

laboratory and thus train the student, at least to some extent,

in receiving thru such strays.

John L. Hogan, Jr.: I have been much interested both by

Mr. Packman's paper and by Dr. Goldsmith's statement as to

the pro])lem of wave length restriction which has been before

us for some years. It is so nearly a .self-evident fact that the

present Federal regulations as to radio wave lengths are of an

unjust and ineffectual nature tliat their adoption seems a most

surprising thing. The restriction of wave lengths between

600 and 1600 meters, which is the range best adapted for low

and moderate power ship communication, to Government use

is an act which has caused and is causing unfortunate delay

in the development of the commercial radio art. The require-

ment that inter-communieating stations both use the same wave

length, and the insistence that ships communicate always with

the nearest land station, are also regrettable features of the present

Convention rulings.

With reference to Mr. Packman's paper, I must agree with

Mr. Bucher in his indication that the operating situation of

commercial radio telegraphy is not entirely "deplorable."

Nevertheless, there are a number of points upon which the vast

majority of radio operators could be better trained.

One of these, which was mentioned incidentally by Mr.

Packman, receives far less attention than it really deserves.

This is the matter of operators' handwriting. It has been my
experience that the "copy" of radio operators is as a rule much
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poorer than that of wire telegraphers. One reason for this is,

of course, that the average age of the ratlio men is considerably

below that of the line men, and that the penmanship of the radio

operiitor is therefore likely to l)e in a formative stage. Another

reason is that the traffic in many radio stations, on account of

its small volume, puts no esjxcial premium upon and offers

.no especial opportunities for clear smooth handwriting. It

is a fact, nevertheless, that a radio operator is not likely to

advance rapidly to l)etter operating positions, and thereafter

to executive positions, if his handwriting is of an uncertain and

illegible type. It is not probable that too much emphasis

can be laid upon the desirability of careful drill in helpiug to

form the habit of clear and characteristic handwriting.

A second point is that radio operators in a commercial tele-

graph school should be trained to copy signals thru static in-

terference strays. I have known men to be graduated from

telegraph courses with the ability to read good l)uzser signals,

at fairly high speeds, and after securing their Government li-

censes, to fail utterly in attempts to read incoming radio mes-

sages thru even moderate static disturbance. Until an oper-

ator has become accustomed to concentration upon signal

notes in the midst of harsh irregular noises from strays, he is

likely to become excited and useless if he encounters unusual

atmospheric interference. If it were difficult to give such train-

ing during the usual telegraph course, it might be expected that

the operators would have to wait until they entered commercial

service for this part of their training. However, it is not at

all impracticable to combine practice in receiving tiiru strays

with the ordinary daily code practice which all students of

radio operating must be given.

Figure 1 shows a device which is simple and easily set up,

yet which I do not believe has been used for this purpose ex-

cept by the National Electric Signaling Company. In this

diagram, X represents a weighted pivoted contact which drags

upon the heavily and irregularly knurled surface of a slowly

revolving metal wheel. Connected in series with this imper-

fect contact is a battery Bi and potentiometer Rj. By suitably

choosing the speed of the w'heel and the w-eight of the contact

at X, the strength of battery Bi, and the position of sliding

contact on Hi, irregular impulses corresponding to almo.st any

sort of static may ))e applied to the line wires Li, L^, thru the

telephone transformer Ti. These irregular current impul.ses,

transmitted from the line wires, are reproduced in receiving
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Figure 1

telephones P«, thru the telephone transmitter T3, as scratchy

hissing sounds closely resembling those produced l)y atmos-

pherics. A buzzer sender, consisting of a buzzer of any fre-

quency Z, a key K and battery Bo, and a variable resistance

R2. may be associated with the line wires thru another tele-

phone transformer T2. By varying the potentiometers Ri

and Rn. tlie relative intensities of strays and signals can be made
anything desired. It is, of course, obvious that additional trans-

mitters of various frequencies and intensities can be associated

with tlie same line wires, and that these wires may \w used to

conduct the signals to any reasonable number of student's re-

ceiving telephones, such as Pj. While many modifications

of the device are obvious, the system as shown has proved very

useful for such work as I suggest, and practice on it would form

a desirable part of any radio operator's preliminary experience.

A third point upon whicli many radio operators are weak
lies in the adjustment of their receiving tuners. Inductively

coupled receiving apparatus, having variable primary and sec-

ondary inductances, and a tuning condenser directly connected

across the secondary coil, represent the best practice of the com-
mercial radio service to-day. This apparatus, simple as it

b, is capable of giving widely different results in the hands of

operators of different degrees of experience. Setting aside for

the moment those men who are really able to handle an in-

ductively coupled receiver properly, the remaining radio oper-

ators may perhaps be divided into two groups. The first of

these, which we may call the "primary men," do all their ad-

justing by altering the inductance of the primary circuit and at

the same time leave the secondary inductance and capacity

at some average setting which gives fairly satisfactory results,

so long as no interference is encountered, The second group, or

"secondary men," have a great aversion to changing the settings
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of their primary coils and tune only with the secondary variable

condenser. It is obvious that an operator who is in either of

these classes will be certain to get only mediocre results from

even the most carefully designed receiver. It is highly essential

that all radio operators should appreciate that with an induc-

tively coupled tuner they will secure maximum loudness of

signals with maximum freedom from interference when their

primary and secondary are both tuned to the wave length they

desire to receive, and when the coupling between primary and
secondary coils is properly adjusted. It requires a considerable

amount of actual practice with inductively coupled tuners to

learn just how the four variables (primary, secondary, induc-

tive coupling, and secondary capacity) are inter-related and
how compensating adjustments in each must be made as the

others are changed.

In order that beginners may have training of this sort, they

are usually given short periods of listening at an operating

receiving radio station. It is manifestly impossible to handle

a large class in this way, giving each one of them enough prac-

tice in tuning to be of much value to him. In order that radio

schools may deal with this point in a way comparable with its

importance, I suggest the circuit arrangements shown in Figure 2.

FtauBB 2

In this (liaf^ram, huz/vr exciters producing radio frequency

currents of any desired intensity and ^roup frequen<^, and

corresponding to waves of any length and decrement encoun-

tered in practice, are associated with the line wires Li, !«. The
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busier Z b conneoted with battery key K, capacity C, and

the primary air oore transformer T as shown. With the same
line wires a static exciter such as that described in connection

with Figure 1 may also be connected. At each student's desk,

the line wire is connected thru a transformer, such as Tt, which

has its terminals connected to binding posts such as 1 and 2,

thru a condenser, as C3. The radio frequency currents set

up by the buzzer exciters impress forced radio frequency vol-

tages upon the terminals 1, 2, and if the rapacity C3 and induc-

tance of Te are chosen so as to represent properly an average

antenna, any radio receiving set may be connected to the two
binding posts exactly as it would be connected to antenna and

ground in a radio station. By tuning the receiving sets so con-

nected, signals from any of the buzzer exciters may be selected,

as signaKs from outside stations may l)e selected in practice.

The difficulties of eliminating highly damped di.sturbances,

such as those of strays, may also be experienced in this way,

since the impulse maker X will shock the primary circuit of

each receiving tuner into oscillation of whatever period it has,

exactly as static would in an ordinary receiving station. For

tuning to damped waves, one or more of the buzzer exciters

may have resistance inserted in their oscillation circuits, so

as to increase the decrement of the current impulses there gen-

erated.

Simple modifications of Figure 2 which will permit students

to inter-communicate under conditions very closely approxi-

mating those of actual radio practice may easily be devised

by following the principles just outlined. It is certain that

training of this sort would go far toward increasing the traffic

handling ability of any operator who has not reached a point

of high efficiency in the manipulation of his instruments.

By these comments, I do not wish to be understood as in-

plying that radio operators in general suffer from inability in

these several directions. There are many men in the field

of whom their respective service executives may well be proud.

There are, nevertheless, many inexperienced telegraphers who
would be greatly benefited by thoro drill in the three matters

I have discussed. It is my hope that future courses of training

in radio telegraphy will give Ix'ginncrs greater opportunities

for thoro understanding of commercial radio conditions.

M. E. Packman: In reference to Mr. Hogan s scheme

of using many commercial receiving sets, which, of course,
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is highly desirable, ho apparently fails to appreciate tlie fact

that it would require about 25 to 30 receiving sets, costing

from two hundred and fifty dollars up. Such expense is not

possible for commercial institutions.

The work with elaborate artificial antennas in receiving has

been turned over to the more advanced students.

In reference to Mr. Bucher's and Mr. Sarnoff's remarks

in connection with the deplorable conditions I referred to, I

think that they are both considering the service on the Atlantic

C!oast which is indeed better than it is in other parts of the Mar-
coni service. I am more or less familiar with Mr. Bucher's

school and know that his training is very comprehensive but

the point is that the demand is far greater than the school can

supply. I have known men in service who have first grade

licenses and who are actually unable to receive anything. I

have known men in my own school who get thru the commercial

examinations with no trouble who are practically worthless

as far as commercial service is concerned. This condition has

been the case for a good many years in the part of the work with

which I am familiari tho it has been improving from time to

time. Many operators have been employed who have prac-

tically very little knowledge as compared with what they should

have.

On the Great Lakes, it must be considered that the time

of navigation does not exceed over nine months and that out

of 60 or 80 ships, there are only 15 or 20 which run the whole

year rotmd. This means that there will be 40 or 50 operators

required at the beginning of the season. Some of the old ones

return, but only very few, and the first men that call at the oflSce

are the ones that secure the positions, regardless of their ability.

The point to be noted is that they are employed without know-

ledge of the chief operator as to their ability. This condition

does not exist in the East to this extent.

(Further material received from Mr. Packman too late for

insertion in this issue of the Pboceedings will appear in an

early issue.

—

Editor.)
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SUSTAINED RADIO FREQUENCY HIGH VOLTAGE DIS-

CHARGES*

Bt

Hahris J. Ryan and Roland G. Marx

INTRODUCTION

In high voltage work, discharges thru the air between con-

ductors and over and thru insulators can be prevented only with

the aid of ample knowledge of their characteristics. Discharges

produced by low (audio) cycle voltages for given conditions are

now fairly ^^enerally understood. In radio telegrai)hy, hiji;h

(radio) frequency damped and sustained hi^;h voltage waves are

eiii[)I{)y(ni. Accidents, including lightning;, j)roduce in high

voltaic power circuits, in the long run. almost every conceivable

hi(^h V(iltaKe transient. Such transients may vary from a simple

over-voltage at normal frequency thru all possible impulses and

damped oscillations to perhaps a briefly sustained high frequency

high voltage wave train. Little is known as yet of the relation

between discharge distances and voltages of the various sorts

just specified. The evidence so far accumulated indicates that

for given values of maximum voltage, the discharge distances are

almost i?idependenl of the characteristic variation of the voltage

whenever the critical corona voltage is higher than the discharge

voltage. It indicates, too, that the discharge distances are

dependent upon the characteristic variation of the voltage when-
ever the critical corona voltage is below the discharge voltage.

In regard to the latter condition, this evidence indicates further

that the discharge distance will be longest when the voltage

source or transient is most sustained, or when its frequency

is the highest or when both of these characteristics are present.

It follows that discbarge distances should be found a minimum
for low frequency high voltages and a maximum for sustained

high (or radio) frequency high voltages. It thus appears that

voltages which can be formed by accident may discharge thru

* A paperpresented before a joiut meeting of The Institute of Radio £n-
nneen aiid The Amcrieaa InaUtute of Electrical EnglneeiB, San Francieoo,
September IQth, 1915.
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greator distances and do more dama|?e than the same values of

voltages as used in most commercial work. The following

experiments were undertaken as a reconnaissance in this region

of high voltage phenomena.

DISCHARGE INTO THE ATMOSPHERE FROM A SINGLE
ELECTRODE

One terminal of a sustained high frequency high voltage

source' was grounded, the other was a 1-inch (2.5 cm.) copper tube

capped with a hollow copper sphere 2 inches (5 cm.) in diameter.

This spherical end of the high voltage terminal was mounted

properly remote from all grounded objects. When a voltage

of 50,000 at 88,000 sustained cycles was applied, a drj' redwood

stick was brought near to the sphere and then removed. A
spark passed from the sphere to the stick and immediately grew

into a heavy brush discharge. See Figure 1. It consisted

essentially of an active mass of darting streamers. The charac-

ter of this mass varied from that of a combustion flame at the

base to the familiar static discharge at the extremities. We
have been able to determine with a fair degree of approxima-

tion (by measurement correct to within ten per cent.) that

the rate of energy supply in the discharge from the electrode,

illustrated in Figure 1, was about one kilowatt. It is charac-

» Descriljed in Sphere Gap Discharge VoUngex at High Frequencies," by
J. Cameron Clark and Harris J. Rvan, " Proceedings of the Am. Inst. Elec,
Eng'rs," June, 1914, Vol. XXXIII, pjige 937.
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teristic of this high voltage, radio frequency discharge, that it

consumes a large amount of power; and if that power is not

ayailable, a discharge will not develop. It may start to de-

velop and one may see some brush momentarily, but not the

actual discharge. No "flashing-over" effect will be produced

unless plenty of power is available. The discharge averaged

about 10 inches (25 cm.) in length, was rather bright, produced

a hissing, roaring sound, and was not accompanied by the

familiar odor of oione that is formed by the less violent audio

frequency or intermittent radio frequency discharges. It is

easily blown about by air currents. It may be blown by the

breath from place to place on the hall. It can he fanned with

a hat from the })all hack alon^ tlic 1-inch (2.5 cm.) conductor,

and put out as it is driven into the region of lower capacity in

the vicinity of the conductor, that is, where the fields are less

intense and where the erierj^y cannot he delivered at the rate

that the flame or the discharg*' recpiires.

A modification of the ahove experiment was arranged to

enhance the flame-like portion of this discharge, and to eliminate

most of the "brush" part. A circular metal disk 10 inches

(40 cm.) in diameter, providetl with a i^-itich (7.5 cm.) hole at

its center, and with M-inch (0.6 cm.) guard tubing facing

all edges, was hung centrally over, and about 3 inches (7.5 cm.)

above the 2-inch sphere (5 cm.) terminal by means of non-

conducting supports. Figure 2 is a photograph of the steady

flame-like discharge that occurred from the sphere to the plate.

This photograph was naturally obtained by a legitimate arti-

fice. In the laboratory, everything was dark when the first

exposure was made and the flame photographed; and then by
using some flash-light powder, all the apparatus was Ulumi-

nated so that it could be photographed also. The flame, tho

very strong, gives off no great amount of luminous radiation.

The voltage and frequency were the same as before, vis.,

50,000 and 88,000. The temperature of this flame was high.

It melted quarts, rapidly disintegrated a tungsten lamp fllament,

and formed a bead on the end of a Nemst lamp filament. The
metal of the electrodes was not greatly heated, and little or no
metallic vapor appeared to enter the arc stream.

This flame discharge is not stable under all conditions. For

example when the inductance and capacity of the disk were

increased by placing in contact with it one end of an insulated

1-inch (2.5 cm.) copper tube 4 feet (1.2 meter) long, the flame

discharge was no longer quiet and stable, but became noisy
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and snappy, tending to develop into an intermittent disruptive

discharge. The flame became unstable also when the electrode

gap length of the arc generator was too short in adjustment.

It appeared to be identical with the flame-like portion of the

Figure 2

heavy brush discharge of Figure 1. Time did not permit a

study of the extent to which the combustion of nitrogen was

taking place in the flame. It seems as tho something of the

sort is occurring for the reason that ozone is not in evidence

when this discharge occurs.

Tho ability of the radio frequency brush to produce thermionic

conduction thru glass, porcelain, quartz and all similar refrac-

tory insulations is perhaps its most remarkable property. This

is illustrated by bringing any mass of high grade electrical
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porcelain near to or in contact with the Bustained radio frequency

electrode. In an actual case, the electrode Was a ^inch
(1.2 cm.) aluminium tube laid in the top groove of a 33 kilovolt

porcelain line insulator that was itself placed on an insulating

support and mounted remote from all objects of opposite or

ground potential. On the application of 35 kilovolts at 200,000

cycles, tiie air between the tube and insulatCNr was overstressed,

small flame discharges conducted the insulator charging currents

to the porcelain surface where one or more brilliant hot spots

would appear in about 30 seconds. Further study developed

the fact that those hot spots were the heads of corresponding

hot conducting cores that extended into the depth of the porce-

lain, thus estabHshin^ l)y conduction new routes for the dehvery

of the cliar^ing currents taken by the porcelain mass. No
insulation that supports a conductor charjjed with high voltage

at sustained higli fre(juencies can endure, unless it is so designed

that not a particle of air or other gas in contact with it is over-

stressed under actual working conditions. The Fortescue

. and Farnsworth principle can be employed in the design of such

supporting insulators so as to suppress all overstress of air

adjacent to the porcelain or other solid dielectric.^

SUSTAINED RADIO FREQUENCY CORONA ABOUT A WIRE

The general arrangement of the equipment employed for

the sustained radio frequency corona study is shown in the

diagram of Figure 3; and a photograph tliereof in Figure 4.

The corona was formed around a number 19, B. & S. gauge

clean copper wire* held axially in a galvanized iron cylinder,

15 inches (38.1 cm.) in diameter and 35 inches (88.9 cm.) long.

Twelve (12) inches (30 cm.) of the wire at the center of the

cylinder were normally left clear, and the remainder was shielded

by two brass tubes 7-16 inch (1.1 cm.) in diameter. A third

tube H inch (1.2 cm.) in diameter was arranged to slip over the

central portion of the wire, and shield that too when desired.

In this manner the corona could be suppressed, or it could be

aUowed to develop by removing the copper tube from the wire,

anid thus greatly increasing the stress on the atmosphere ad-

jacent to the wire (because of the smallness of the wire circum-

ference). We could thus check up the accuracy of the cath-

ode ray power measuring meter.

< "/lir CM an Insulator when in the Presence of ImuUUing Bodies of Higher

Specific indueUm Capacity," C. L. Furtceeue and 8. W. FaiDSWorth, 'Tnna.
Am. Inat. Elec. Eng'rs," 1913, Vol. XXXII, page 893.

* Diameter of wire - 0.036 inch = 0.092 cm.
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Various voltages up to about 30 kilovolts, (root-meannsquare),

were impressed on the wire at sustained radio frrquoncies of

88,000 and 188,000 cycles per second; also at 60 cycles per

second for comparisons. Tlio appearance of the coronas at

radio and audio frequencies differed greatly, while those at the

Figure 3—Diagram of Connections for Sustained Radio Frequeno;^
Corona Investigation

1—Are Generntor 8—Corona Win
9—Air InduetADoe 9—Cylinder n
8—Air Condenser 10—Potential Tapping Cylinder^
4—^Ronatanee 11—^Potential Tappios PUte .

5—To I20n Volt D. C. Supply 12—Cycloffmph OuMlawl*
6—^here Gap Volimeter T3—OuardPlatea ^ s vV.^

'

7—Caiboninaum Rwriatance 14—Carbon
15—GO Cycle High Voltage Tranaformer

two radio frequencies differed only slightly. That is to say,

the enormous difference in corona at radio frequencies Bnd at

audio frequencies such ns 00 cycles, is a difference th^KMlM
come about perhaps ^^radually on the way up from 60 cycWIo
some such value as 50,000 cycles. At all events, to double, or

a little more than double the frequencies when one is operating

at a frequency of as high as 80,000 cycles, produces very little

effect on the character of the phenomenon. The radio fre-

quency corona appeared very active, it was quite brilliant and
noisy and gave off an appreciable amount of heat. At 30

kilovolts the average diameter of the radio frequency corona

was about 2 inches (5 cm.) whereas that at the audio frequency

appeared to be less than 1-8 inch (0.3 cm.). A photograph of

these coronas is reproduced in Figure 5. Two exposures were
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made on the same film; on the left is a 1-second exposure to

the corona about the wire at 19.5 kilovolts and 188,000 cycles,

while on the right is a 120-second exposure to the corresponding

corona formed at the same voltage and 60 cycles. The camera

was moved so as to separate the two images. In the original

photograph the difference is very striking. Not only was the

exposure 120 times as large, but the result was very nearly as

many times less. The action is therefore a vastly more in-

tense one.

FiauRE 5

Some observations were made to determine the relative

values of the voltages required to start corona about the wire

at 188,000 cycles and at 60 cycles. All voltages were determined

with the same 5-inch (12.7 cm.) spherical gap.* Attention is

called to the lack of information that we have as yet in regard

• Little has been published as yet in regard to the standardization of the
sphere-gap for the rneiusurement of rmiio frequency voltage. It appears likely

that not much more than a Ix^ginning has been made. Until such standardj-
zations are available, the .'*pherical gap will serve quite well as a radio frequency
voltjigo gauge for purposes of record and comparison. The working scale for

the 5-inch (12.7 cm.) spherical gap used herein was arbitrarily chosen &s the
one determined at ratiio fretjuencies for a 7-inch (17.8 cm.) spherical gap with
the neutral of the voltage source grounded. Lor. CU. No. 1; also " Dielectric

Phenomena in High Voltage Engineering," by F. W. Peek, Jr., page 107.
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to the standardisation of these gaps. Our work has indicated

very closely that there is little difference between the indica-

tions that a sphere electrode gap will give for given values of

voltage at radio and at audio frequencies. However, for the

exact interpretation of the result as given here, the footnote

will be helpful. The density of the atmosphere was that due

to ordinary temprraturcs lu ar soa level. Twelve and seven-

tenths (12.7) kilovolts were rociuired to start the corona at

188,000 cycles and l'.i.2 kilovolts corresj)ondinp:ly at 00 cycles.

The indications of the sphere gap were here assumed to be in-

dependent of chanp;('s in frequency.

Myelograms were taken of the energy consumed {)cr cycle

in the corona about the wire at 00. 88.000 and 188,000 cycles

and at voltages ranging from 15.000 to 20,000 to determine

the relative power factors and the wave forms of the currents

flowing from the wire. The cathode ray tube was used in

taking these cydograms. The details of the method used have

been given in the ''Transactions of the American Institute of

£lectrieal Engineers."^ The actual arrangement of the cyclo-

graph with its voltage and current condensers as used in the

present work is given in the diagram of Figure 3. Various trials

were made to determine that the eydograph gave true indica-

tions within its limits of action when high frequency high voltage

was used. These trials were as follows. When the wire at

number 8, Figure 3, was screened from corona formation by
sliding the H-inch (1.2 cm.) brass tube over it, the cydogram
would close up into a right line loop without area. Thus arranged,

by inserting an ordinary incandescent lamp at number 14

the cyclogram would open so as to enclose a large elliptical area.

Again using the radio frequency high voltage, the effect in the

results due to the hysteresis or other loss in the glass of the

cathode ray tube was found to be negligible by noting that a
no-area cyclogram obtained with all four quadrants mounted
on the exterior wall of the tube remained as such when all con-

ditions continued the same except that one pair of quadrants

was mounted within the tube.

In Figure 0 sample cyclograins are reproduced. Witli the

aid of the lantern, enlarged images of these cyclograms were

thrown upon a sketching board and tracings carefully made.

Figure 7 was engraved from the.sc tracings. The distortion

noted is due to the fact that the only suitable tube available

« "A PotiTr Dingrnm Indicator,'' Harris J. Ryan, "TnuiS. Am. Inst. Elee.
Engin'n," 1911, Vol. XXX, pages 1089-1113.
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for this sort of work was one of small size. To obtain sizeable

cyclograms, it was necessary to permit some distortion in their

lower portions. They are instructive, however, lor they show
that the radio frequency corona current wave suffers less dis-

FlGURE 6

tortion than the corresponding audio frequency corona current

wave. They also show, under the conditions present, that the

power factor of the radio frequency corona current was about

one-quarter of the power factor of the corresjjonding audio

frequency corona current. The present work, however, as

stated in the introduction, is merely a reconnaissance of these

interesting phenomena. It will be profitable to have them

studied broadly and with great care, especially .so with ample

and suitable facilities.

DISCHARC.K BETWEEN BLUNT POINT AND PLATE

A needle point is promptly melted and burned by radio

frequency bru.sh discharges. Only blunt points can be used,

therefore, to determine the radio frequency high voltages require<l

to discharge given distances when one electrode is or both

electrodes are in corona. The scheme employed in this set of

determinations is diagrammed in Figure 8 for the radio fre-
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quency or audio frequency discharges, and in Figure 10 for

combined audio and radio frequency discharges. A photograph

of the electrodes and the sustained radio frequency discharge

between them is reproduced in Figure 9.

The blunt pointed electrode connected to the high frequency

source was a square ended piece of number 12, B. & S. gauge

copper wire,* projecting axially from the main radio frequency

high voltage electrode, constituted as before of a 1-inch (2.5 cm.)

copper tube ended with a 2-inch (5 cm.) copper sphere. A
galvanised iron sheet, 3 feet (91.4 cm.) square, was used as the

grounded electrode. Carborundum resistances (see number 5,

Figure 8), were employed at strategic points to avoid short-

circuiting the machines that sup[)lied the arc generator with con-

tinuous current. The 5-inch (12.7 cm.) sphere gap at number 4,

Figure 8, was used to measure all voltaj^es. The sustained radio

* Diameter of number 12 wire - 0.061 inch— 0.21 cm.
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frequency voltages that produced discharges between the point

and plate also produced at slightly lower values heavy brushes

o 6

Figure 8—Diagram of Connections for Point to Plate Discharge
1—Arc Generator 4—Sphere Gap Voltmeter
2—Air Inductance 5—Carborundum Reaistanre
3—Air Condenser 6—Point to Plate Gap

that extended from the blunt point most of the distance to the

plate. In fact, the discharges seemed to occur only when the

brushes appeared to have fully bridged the space between the

ized by



electrodes. Facilities were laeking for the measurement of the

large amounts of power that were evidently consumed in these

brushes.

The 60-cycle voltage source was substitutetl for the arc

generator in this sustained radio frequency point to plate dis-

charge equipment diagrammed in Figure 8; and voltage dis-

charge distance measurements were then made to compare with

the corresponding sustained radio frequency discharge distance

FiuuKE 10—Diagram of Connections for Discharge with Combined liadio

and Audio Frequency Voltage
1—^Aie Gamttstar 0--C«ilMMfiiBdiim RaiistMioo
2—Air Induotanoe 6—Point to Plate Gap
3—AirCondenaer 7—Carborundum Prot^tive ReaiataBM
4—SphMe Gap Voltmeter 8—^Protective Air Induotanoe

0—60 Cycle Hi^ Voltaca Twurfnrmer

measurements. Likewise for comparison a few determinations

were made of the radio and audio cycle voltages required to dis-

charge from the same blunt point to a similar blunt point in lieu

of the galvamzed iron pl&te.

The results obtained for the audio and radio frequency dis-

charges are charted in Figure 11; and for the composite dis-

charge values produced by the simultaneous application of

sustained radio frequency voltage from earth to the blunt point

and of 60-cycle voltage from earth to the plate are given in

Table I. Two forms of discharge occurred and are designated

*'spark" and "arc" discharge. The former occurred at a some-

what lower voltage than the latter. The spark functioned to

discharge the main condenser of the radio frequeniy generator

and the arc to short circuit the 00-cycle and 1,200-volt direct

current sources. The sums, eciuivalents and difTerences recorded

also in Table I, and the values at corresjionding differences

charted in Figure 12 assist one tu understand the parts that each

voltage took in forming the composite discharges.
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It is of interest to note (see Figure 11), tliat whereas 135 kilo-

volts at 60 cycles were required to discharge 16 inches (40.6 cm.)

from the blunt point to the plate only 46.2 kilovolts were required

correspondingly at 88,000 cycles. An increase of 7.5 Idlovolts

at 60 cycles was required by an increase of 1 inch (2.5 cm.) in

FlQXTRE 11—Point Discharge

A—Point to Plate, 88,000 Cycle* C—Points, 88.000 Cydm
n—Poini to Plate. HO Cyolet D—Points. 60 CyolM
Nairn Radio Fraqiienoy Sphere Gap Voltmeter GUibfatiatt Used ia all i

the 15-inch (38.1 cm.) discharge gap while the corresponding

increase at 88,000 cycles was only 1.5 kilovolts. In other word.s,

as the length of a 15-inch (38.1 cm.) point to plate gap is increased

the amount of increase of 88,000 cycle discharge voltage is <m€-

fijth of that required at 60 cycles.

The composite discharge distances due to the combination

of audio and radio frequency voltages are virtually the sum of
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the distances thru which the individual voltages discharge.

In Table I, column 2, the radio frequency voltages alone would

have discharged the distances pven in column 6S which when
subtracted from the actual discharir'' distanros in column 1,

give the distances in column 7 as the added discharge distances

due to the audio frequency voltages in column 4. These audio

frequency voltages and the added discharge distances they caused

are charted in Figure 12. For comparison the A. I. E. £. standard

——
1

—jW-

i

%

* o
1

A
0 y
A

4 • : 9

1

FiouitK 12—Plot to Accompany Table 1

For poiati marked thus—o Absdmnii Reprawat ValuM in Colama 7, Ordtnates is Colanm S
PorpoiatiiiiArhBd thus—O Ab^it<i.t!< Ropr(>9ent ValuMin <>p*«mTi 7, OnttnatM ia Column 4

A—Curve B of Fyiuro 1

1

a—A. I. E. E. STANDARD Nwdb Oi^ Cunr*

needle gap voltage discharge curve and the 60-cycle point to

plate discharge curve of Figure 11 are also charted as curves

"B" and "A" in Figure 12. It is thus seen that the added dis-

» These diBtaaces were obsen'eci for the conditions shown in Figure 10, aiul
are not identical with distanoea for oorreqwnding voltages obswved for the
oonditkms in Figure 8 and charted in curve A, Figura 11.
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chargo distaiiros duo to the superimposed audio frecpienev voltage

are practically th<> same as the eorresj)()iiding discharge distances

pro(hu'ed l)y the identical audio fre(juency voltages acting alone.

In making this e()m|)arison, one must hold in mind the fact that

the added discharge distance caused by the superposition of the

60-cycle voltage should naturally be somewhat greater than the

discharge distanee produced by such audio cycle voltage acting

alone; because in the former case, no initial voltage is required

to start corona at the blunt point; such corona is started by the

sustamed radio frequency voltage.

The authors desire to acknowledge herewith the valuable

assistance rendered by their departmental co-worker Professor

J. C. Clark.

SUMMARY: 1. Sustained radio irequency corona brushci or flames once
started are maintained at much lower voltages than those required to start

them by overstressing and ionizing the atmosphere. They quickly destroy

even the most refractory insulations by their heating and ionizing properties.
2. The power factor of the charging current of a conductor in corona due

to the application of sustained radio frequency high voltage is decidedly
lower than the corresponding power factor at audio frequencies. Neverthe-
less, because of the high values of the currents that produce the radio fre-

quency coronas, the losses they cause may be hundreds of times the corres-
ponding audio frequency losses.

3. The sustained radio frequency voltage required to discharge between
corona-forming electrodes may be as low as one-third of the corresponding
audio frequency voltage. At higher voltages this ratio will probably be found
to be less than one-third.

4. Sustained radio frequency and audio frequency voltages when com-
bined, discharge thru distances between corona-forming electrodes that are

substantially the sum of the distances thru which such voltages would dis-

lAarge when acting akmet due account being taken of their mutual aid in

starting the corona at one or both of the electrodes, as the case may be*
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TABLE 1

Gomlnned Radio Frequency and Audio Frequency Voltages;
Point to F'hitc I )isch;irp;o

1

Gap

in
iDdMB

2

Ftaciueucy
voiMra

in
Kiknr<rft8

.{

Audio
Fn<nH'ricy
Volt iiK*"

for
Spark

Discharge

4

Audio
Frequency
V ultaKC

for

Arc
Discbarge

'}

Sum
of the
IV . r .

anil

A. F.

Voltacos

6
Discharge
Gap

r^quivaienV
to Radio

Freoueiicy
Voltage

7
DifTiTciice,

Coluniii *i

ouui rar wsa
froiD

Colunui 1

0 28.7 • * • » s • • a a a a a a a • ...

5 • a a « a k • 51 • • • • a a a • a a a

5 21.2 22 a • • 43 2.6 2.4

5 21.2 • • • a 22 43 2.6 2.4

5 22.4 23.5 a a • a 46 2.9 2.1

5 22 4 24.5 47 2.9 2.1

5 26.4 12.5 a • • 37 4.1 .9

5 26.4 a a a a 18.5 45 4.1 .9

12 42.9 • • a a a a t • • » a • •

12 • a • • • • a 105 a a a a a a « a • • •

12 29 • • a • 76 104 5.1 6.9

12 31.8 a a a a 65 97 6.2 5.8

12 37.6 33 a a a a 70.6 9.0 3.0

12 37.6 41 78.5 9.0 3.0

12 40.3 21.5 • » a a 62 10.5 1.5

12 40.3 a a a a 38 73 10.5
4

1.5

Radio Frequency Voltages at 88,000 cycles. All voltages in terms of five

inch (12,7 rni.) gap; the (alil)rat ion being taken as Kilovolts lofFcrtive)

= 2 -f 45.0X (Ciap Distance in inches) = 2 + 17.9X (tlap Distance in cm.).
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DISCUSSION

Robert B. Woolvcrton (Chairman): On behalf of The
Institute of Radio Engineers, I wish to acknowledge the great

courtesy of the Ameriean Institute of Electrical Engineers in

the arrangements it has made for this joint session.

As the advantages of the use of long wave lengths in radio

communication become more and more evident, it It )^ become

apparent to radio engineers that they are limited quite strik-

ingly in the use of these long waves at high power by the forma-

tion of corona on the antenna. It is obvious, therefore, that

any light that can be thrown on the subject of corona is of

intense value to radio engineers.

Robert H. Marriott: As Mr. Woolvcrton has pointed

out. a paper of this kind should enable us to antieipate what

may l)e expected in the way of corona on high power station

antennas, and in that way we can keep tlown costs. It will

be remembered that the matteT of antenna insulation has always

been one of the important thiugi^ in radio work.

Haraden Pratt: Does the resistance used in connection

with direct current arc generator circuits vary with frequency?

Another matter which arises in connection with this paper deals

with harmonics produced in the working circuits. Taking a
circuit of 100,000 cycles, I have been able to observe as many
as 62 harmonics, some more or less strong than others. In

the event that some parts of the apparatus subjected to the higti

potentials, such as the concentric brass tubes mentioned in

this i^aper, should have a capacity that would reinforce one

or more of these harmonics, might not the added steepness of

the very high frequency wave affect the character of the corona ?

Harris J. Ryan: I have had no experience with the vari-

ation in the resistance of the carborundum rods with frequency.

I understand that their resistance does vaxy with frequency.

We were compelled to use these rods as a matter of strategy

in preventing short circuit currents. Otherwise, it would have

been disastrous for our a]^paratus. The values of the resis-

tance, however, were so low that t he results were not affected

by the presence of these rods. We are confident of that. We
made tests and assured ourselves of the fact that we were not

using too much resistance.

Unavoidably harmonics are produced in the driving voltage

of the Poulsen arc generator. However, in generating high
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voltage, the infliutauce of the oscillating circuit must l)e made
relatively large and the cajnicitance relatively small. The har-

monics in the arc voltage do not, as a consequence, drive cor-

responding currents in appreciable amounts thru the whole of

such inductance. These currents penetrate only a few of the

outer turns of the inductance whence they are shunted l)y the

local capacitance of such turns; thus it comes al)out that the

harmonic voltages arc not impressed thru the entire inductance

and do not reach the main electrode in appreciable amounts.

This wo have demonstrated gonclusively by means of the cathode

ray voltage oscillograph.

EUeiy W. Stone: In the paper (on page 353), it is

stated that "Further study developed the fact that these hot

spots were the heads of corresponding hot conducting cores

that extended into the depth of the porcelain." I should be

interested in having Professor Ryan explain how the hot con-

ducting cores in the porcelain were detected.

Harris J. Ryan: We have within the last two years again

and again applied the.se sustained radio frequency high voltage

discharges to porcelain insulators of many different patterns

and sorts. We know that a molten conducting core is formed,

because when a high voltage of radio frequency is applied in

the manner indicated in the paper in the inunediate neighbor-

hood of the insulator, there is at first quite a corona display

for a few moments due to the breakdown of the air near the

electrode. This disappears immediatelj^ when a bright hot spot

forms under or near the electrode, and this bright spot is of a

yellowish white incandescence. As soon as such bright spot

appears the charging current need no longer be furnished thru

the outside conducting air (corona)
;

but, since there is a con-

ductor thru the porcelain, the charging current passes to it

laterally thru the porcelain.

As regards the molten condition of this core, the discharge

can be driven to the point that there is actual plasticity. In

fact, if an opposing electrode is placed under the porcelain, so

that directive forces are present, the conducting core is driven

thru the porcelain from one electrode to the other. This experi-

ment has been performed with porcelain one-half inch (1.27 cm.)

thick, but there is no reason why it should not be performed

with thicker porcelain. In these experiments, the hot spot has

appeared at each side, and the corona has simultaneously dis-

appeared. Upon stopping the application of the high voltage,
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tlip coro jiromiitly cools and solidifes. If tlic porcolain is broken

apart tliru ihv core it is found to lie smooth grained. Ijrittlc and

glass-like. Left mechanically undisturbed it is often, tho not

always, found to have regained most of its original dielectric

strength; i.(«., it will endure the application of audio fretiuency

voltage to the fi:i-h-over point. Renewed application of the

radio frequency high voltage without change in the position of

the electrodes will generally, tho not always, re-establish the

hot conducting core in the former position.

An interesting variation in this experiment may be made to

demonstrate the powerful mechanical drive that exists in the

path of an electric spark. When a hot core thru the porcelain

has l)een produced the main electrode is drawn away from the

porcelain, say 3 to 5 inches (7.5 to 12.5 centimeters). This will

stop the current flowing conductively thru the porcelain hot

core and reactively thru the rest of the porcelain. Simultan-

eously the radio frequency voltage is raised to the value whereat

the air between the main electrode and the hot core in the por-

celain is ruptured. A spark is thus set up. It discharges the

main condenser of the radio (high) frequency source thru the

hot, plastic core in the porcelain. This spark stops the gener-

ation of the radio frequency high voltage. By the recovery of

the generating action of the source in an obvious manner, such

voltage is quickly renewed so that several sparks per second

follow one another. When a few sparks have passed, the high

voltage is turned off and the specimen is allowed to cool. It is

then broken open whereupon one will often find that a clear

hole of small calibre, diameter one-fiftieth of an inch (one-half

millimeter), or thereabouts, has been made thru the porcelain

core by the blast of the spark. There is here some evidence of

the electro-physical manner in which a real open puncture is

formed thru a refractory dielectric.

In a paper presented to the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers before another section here to-day, Mr. F. W. Peek,

Jr., demonstrators that it requires a much shorter time to build

up and to produce under high voltage a discharge between

spherical electrodes than between pointed, sharp or even blunt

electrodes, as long as the "sharp" electrodes are not so blunt

as to prevent corona from l)eing formed in advance of the dis-

charge. This is in contradistinction to an arrangement where

spherical electrodes are employed and they are not widely sep-

arated, so tlini the coron.'i is not formed in a<lvanee of th<' dis-

ciiarge. This is a nuitter of great practi<'al importance in deal-
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ing with the question of arranging jjroperly static arresters and
reliefs. Incidentally, evidence related hereto wan produced by
the following experiment at sustained radio frequency high volt-

ages. Near the main helix of the arc generator, a companion

helix was mounted. Connected in scries therewith was a high

voltage adjustable condenser, so that one might easily, hv turn-

ing the handle of that condenser, pass thru such n (•ai)acity

value as to bring about n^sonance in the circuit tiius formcMl,

The detached helix was four or five feet away from the arc helix

and the oscillating circuit of the generator, and was connected

to rothing save the adjustalile condenser. In mder to ascertain

when the circuit was in tuni' for the fr(>(iuency of oscillation of

the trenerator. tliere was connected across the terminals of the

condenser a needle gap set at about an inch (2.0 cm.) length.

As one j)assed thru the exact value for the ca))acity recpiired to

produce conipletily elTective tuning, an arc would be set up

between the necdh' ])oiiits. They were promptly melte(l. be-

cau>e of the rather large amount of power present. Then it

was noticed that unless one passed thru the correct capacity

v.'due slowly, tlie discharge did not have time to build up be-

tween the needle points. It was necessary to pass thru the

resonance value very (h-liberately. To build up the discharge

between the points re(iuir(>d appnu-iable time l)ecause it re-

quired the al)sorption of considcral)le energy. Prolific ioniza-

tion had to be produced to bring about the discharge.

Roy E. Thompson: Another ex))laiiation occur> to me,

however. If two such circuits are coui)led. in general i for elec-

trical reasons) the second circuit will not follow the first one

rapidly enough to admit of Morse signals in the hrst .circuit

being clearly indicated in the second. The "btiilding up" of

current takes too long in the second circuit, and detuning may
occur thru reaction on the first circuit. Might tiii.s not be llie

explanation here also?

Harris J. Ryan: The point is well taken. If there is any
effect in connection with these coupled circuits which throws

one out of tune as the other is tuned to resonance when the

action is performed rapidly but not when it is performed slowly,

then this would be an explanation of the time required for the

discharge to culminate. This is a matter which must be studied

with great care to prevent arrival at erroneous conclusions.

Roy R. Thompson: If there were a means for controlling
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the energy of the primary circuit, it would be possible to note

whether the discharge took place immediately after closing the

primary circuit. The retardation due to variation of the sec-

ondary condenser could then be separately studied.
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THE EFFKCTIVKNKSS OF THE GHOrXD ANTENNA
IN LONG DISTANCE KECEPTlON*

By
r. b. woolvebton

The subject of tliis papor was sujrticstj'd in October, 1914.

when resonance curves were bein^ taken by the writer at Eccles,

Cal., on waves emitted l)y the various high pow(T(m1 com-

mercial stations situated in the vicinity of San Francisco, at a

distance of approximate! \ KM) miles. The antenna used in

takinj? these resonance curves consisted of the top wire of a

o-foot ( l.() meter) fence extenchng in a northwesterly direction

for a distance of approximately 4,000 feet (1,300 meters). Altho

the antenna so used was quite aperiodic, as might be expected,

the received energy in the secondary circuit was remarkably
large, signals being heard from stations in the Hawaiian Islands

and Alaska. By using the ordinar>' crystal detector, full scale

deflection was obtained on a Leeds & Northrup portable galvano-

meter when taking resonance curve data on the wave emitted

by the high powered Marconi station at Bolinas, Cal.

In view of the results obtained at Eccles, the writer con-

ducted on October 9th and 10th, 1915» experiments of a some-

what more quantitative character at the Palmer B. Hewlett

ranch, situated 90 miles (140 kilometers) south by east of San
Francisco. The receiving apparatus was of the de Forest

"ultraudion" type (oscillating audion), using a second step

amplifier audion bulb, and the audibilities were read on a "Wire-

less Specialty" audibility meter.f The connections are shown in

detail in Figure 1.

It will be noted that two pairs of telephone receivers are con-

nected in series, thus reducing the audibilities nearly 50 per

:;ent., but it was found that the audion circuit would not oscillate

when but one pair of receivers was used, with the audibility

meter shunted about it.

Before beginning the experiments, it was thought that a com-

• Presented Ijelore The Institute of Hadiu Engineers, 2sew York,
{November 3, 1915.

( t A variable multi-rontaft rfsistanre, praduatccl (lir<>ctly in "tirnos audi-
bility" for Ube with a definite telephone receiver of the I'ickurd type.

—

BOITOB.)

m
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paratively long single wire antenna would be so directional in

effect that it was decided to confine the readings to one particular

station; and Sayville, Long Island, was chosen, the antenna

being made as nearly directional toward that station as pos-

sible. Buildings slightly interfered with this plan, however,

and the antenna's true direction from the receiving apparatus

was west-southwest, instead of more nearly west. As soon as

readings were begun, it became apparent that this directional

effect did not exist, as will readily be seen from the Honolulu

audibilities in the "Audibility Table," Figure 2, and the "Direc-

tion and Range Chart," Figure 3. The two antennas consisted

of 500-foot (160 meters) and 1,000-foot (320 meters) lengths

respectively of a single Number 28 B. & S., cotton covered,

magnet wire,* laid on dry earth without support at any point.

The audibilities for the four transmitting stations are shown
in Figure 2.

It will be noted that in the case of each station received

from, the signal strength is more than sufficient for reliable

communication, particularly when it is realized that the Mudihility

of atmospherics was unity in each case. Atmospheric autlii)ilities

taken (iuriufi the ixtIchI of the tests, on a hve-wire antenna,
1.") feet liiiih and 'M)0 feet lon^. averauccj 100.

l igure 3 siiows the direction of tlie antenna with respect

* Diameter of Xuaihcr 2H win'=l).U12() inch -0.0320 centimeter
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ARzmu SATVILLE HOHOLULU ARLIV&TOV-ARC ARLn»T01l-SPARK
500 FKEf* SO 100 60 100

1000 mr 80 160 80 160

FioiTRE 2—Table of Audibilitiea

to the stations received from, with the distances of the stations

plotted to scale; and it immediately suggests experiments to

determine the most effective design of a ground antenna. These

experiments will shortly bo unflcrtakon by the writer, using

various lengths, heights from the earth, aiul higli potential ends

both open and cart lied. In view of the (•onii)aratively high

ohmic resistance of the antenna wire used in the above tests,

1r

* «

1 1

Figure 3—^Direction and Range Chart

the use of a larger wire should give eonsideral»ly y^reatcr aud-

il)iiities. If such sliould b<' tiu' ca-c, and sufiicicntly lii^h aud-

ibilities arc obtained for daylight reception, it would seem that

tln' ground antenna nia\' be the solution of the >criou> proldem

of eliminating atmo>plicric interference, not to mention the dif-

ft ictice in co>t of tlu' construction and maintenance of such an

antenna, as compared witli tiiat of tiie present type.

In ch)siny; the writer wishes to express hi- .ip|)rccial ion for

tiic courtesy and valuable a-sistance rendered b\' Mr. Palmer

B. Hewlett, of Holiister, Cul.

SUMMARY: Using an antenna several hundred meters long stretched on
the ground, signals of an audibility up to more than one hundred are re-

ceived from sustained wave stations 4,000 kilometers away. Atmospheric
disturbances are found by the experimenter to he less troublesome relatively

than when using a normal antenna. A further series of development experi-
ments are outlined and will be undertaken.
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DISCUSSION

Alfred N. Goldsmith: In {)rosenting this paper to the

Now York incmhcrshij) of the Institute, it is to l)e noted that

the paper gives only preliminary experiments and that Mr.

Woolverton is earrying on further experiments and will lay

the results of these experiments before the Institute. The paper

is nn'rely an introduetiou. It is further to l)e noted that Mr.

Woolverton is well aware of the previous work done in this

field by Messrs. Marconi, Braun, Zenneck, Kiebitz, Taylor

and others.

Lester L. Israel: So far as the ground antenna is concerned,

it has been worked with very largely without much success

in the past. In Cuba particularly, a ground wire 1000 feet

(300 meters) long was used and signals were received with about

the same intensity as on an antenna 100 feet (30 meters) high.

So far ns atmospheric disturbances were concerned, the results

were anything but satisfactory. It must be mentioned that

if any advantages were obtained by Mr. Woolverton in the

use of the ground antenna, the ground conditions in the neigh-

borhood where the experiments were tried would be largely

responsible.

Alfred N. Goldsmith: In reading thru a rmml)er of pnpers

on this topie by Kiebitz, it was found that this experimenter

claimed that he found no change in the ratio of signals to at-

mospheric disturbances of reception by using the ground an-

tenna, as compared with the ratio for an ordinary antenna.

Lester L. Israel: In experimenting with ground antenna,

Mr, Hill found that an antenna grounded at one end could

be tuned but in cases where it was entirely ungrounded, tuning

was practically impossible.

Roy A. Weagant: From the statements which have been

made so far, it is not very elear whether Mr. Woolverton was
working in the immediate vicinity of the elevated aerial or not.

I believe that Mr. Woolverton referred to an aerial about 45

feet (15 meters) high. The influence of such an aerial on re-

ception by means of a wire stretched on the ground would be

very great.

We are not able to judge completely as to the efficacy of

the ground antenna in eliminating atmospheric disturbances,

because Mr. Woolverton gives the strength of atmospheric dis-

turbances and signals on his ground antenna and the strength
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of atmospheric disturbances on the elevated antenna, but he

Hoes not give the necessary data as to the strength of signals

of the elevated antenna. Such information should be sent.

So far as my own experiments are concerned, I do not know
if there is any advantage in using the ground antenna. It seems

that the ratio l)etween signal strength and disturbance strength

is constant regarfUe.ss of the type of antenna used. Sometimes

advantages which are oi)tained with low aerials are due to the

fact that the receiver u.<ed. for example the audion, has an upper

limit of response. If it is struck by a stray impulse of more than

a certain strength, it is simply temporarily paralyzed, and

no further immediate response is obtained.

Alfred N. Goldsmith: In connection with the experi-

ments which Mr. Woolverton is carrying out, any suggestions

addressed to Mr. R. B. Woolverton, Custom House, San Fran-

cisco, Cal., will be welcomed by Mr. Woolverton, who is interested

in obtaining the widest possible expressions of opinion relative

to experiments of this type.

Robert B. Woolverton: Every effort was made to prevent

the elevated antenna from affecting the results on the ground

antenna. The elevated antenna circuit was kept wide open,

and in addition its direction was exactly at right angles to the

ground antenna. However, in future experiments, the elevated

antenna will be taken down.

Every effort was made to keep the sensitiveness of the

ultraudion constant. The Los Angeles station of the Federal

Telegraph Company provided signals used as a reference con-

stant before reading audibilities on other stations. Further-

more, the de Forest bulb used in all the tests was an especially

gooi one, and practically no difficulty was experienced in keep-

ing its sensitiveness constant.
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THE DESIGN OF THE AI DIO FHlX^rEXCV CIRCUIT
OF QUENCHED SPARK THANSMITTERS

By

Juuus Weinberger

(Including a Supplementary Discussion of "Kosonauce Phenoniena lu the

Low Freowncy Circuit," by H. K. IlallliorK, Pi<(>cbbdinc!s of tbe Insti-
tute or Radio Enginbbiib, Volume 3, Part 2, 1915, page 107.)

A large number of contributions to the literature of radio-

telegjaphy have l)een made upon the subject of the so-rallctl

"resonance transformer." These have been both experiiiiciitai

an<i theoretical. The experimental c()ntril)uti()ns, as a plural

rule, iiave been investigations of the resonance transformer

under actual oi)cratinfi conditions (that is, with the secondary

condenser disdiar^iji^; periodically thru a spark gaj)). whih^ the

theoretical contributions have generally assinned a steady state

of affairs (the secondary condenser tu)! biMn^ dischartjed ) ; in

this case the method of treutmeul iiutj been that employed for

two coupled circuits.

In actual practice, such as in the operation of quenched

^ap set.s, the recpiirement of a clear note involves the discharge

of tlie secon<lary condenser at the peak of the wave each half

cycle. It would seem, therefore, that the tninslinl phenomena

in the circuit would be the determining factors of voltage and
current, rather than those of the steady state of affairs; that is,

conditions would never assume the steady state.

To investigate these conditions, we can reduce the whole

resonance transformer circuit to that of a simple inductance,

capacity and resbtance in series (Figure 1), as has been shown
by Mr. Hallborg. T)ie inductance L includes all the induct ances

in the circuit—generator inductance, transformer leakage

inductance, inductance of any series choke coils, and so on.

The condenser C is the secondary condenser reduced to the

primary circuit by multiplication by the square of the ratio of

transformer voltages. The resistance R includes resistances in

the primary circuit and resistances in the secondary circuit

reduced to the primary by division by the square of the ratio of

transformer voltages.
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The differential equation for such a circuit is

e-Bc08(tf-O = Ri-fx^^ + XeJ"id^

where

E » manmum generated * voltage

Xe — condenser reactance

X » inductive
"

^o"* fti^ angle to be subtracted from ^ if e is not zero for t » 0.

The potential difference across the condenser terminals can be

found from

V = Xefidd

when equation (1) has been solved for i.

Since we are mainly concerned with this V, we will omit

wriUng the solution for i, but give that for V immediately:

V - sin (^^ - (?o-7)
+^^'^ s

" ^«

'

{sin (H^ + 7) cos^ ^

+
I

sin (tfo + 7) -— cos {p^ + 7)l8in

.

2x 2q 2x J

where

Z» impedance,

7 — phase difference between generated e. m. f and i

q = \/4xxe-Il*

eo » value of potential difference across condenser terminals at

the time t = 0

io = value of current thru the circuit at the time t 0.

•This is nU the voltaic across the generator terminals. If the penerator
armature has appreoialile indu(>tan(<e comparison with the rest of the cir-

cuit) there will be u drop in voltage inside of the armature and a very much
higher voltage wUl actually be generated than that which ia measured at the
terminals.
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Consider the conditions introduced in the circuit immediately

after the condenser has sparked over, at one peak of a cycle,

and the spark has ceased. This is the moment for which we
take t « 0. The important thing to be determined is:—^what

will be the voltage across the condenser tor 0 (that is, at

the next peak of the cycle)? Will it rise to a sufficient value

to cause another discharge? Or, rather, will it rise to a value

equal to that, at least, at which the previous discharge took

place? If not, the requirements of a clear note, of twice the

generator frequency, will not be fulfilled. Also, it is this dis-

charge voltage which determmes the energy absorbed by the

condenser.

Taking the equation given for V, we can introduce the

foUowinfj; Bimplifications:

(1) Since we will consider the circuit as being resonant, we
have Xp = x, and shall substitute x for Xc accordingly, thruout.

(2) Since the circuit is resonant, the current and generated

voltage arc in phase, hence 7 = 0.

(3) When the condcnj^er discharges, the i)ot('iitial ditTcrence

between its plates is reduced to zero. Hence, at the moment
we are consi(k'ring, e„ = 0

(4) The spark occurs when the generated voltage is zero.

Since i„ is in ])liase with e„, i„ = 0.

(5) Since the circuit is resonant, Z = K.

((3) R- can usually be neglected as compared with 4xXe.

Hence

Or, since

(7) In our cai>e,

Substituting these conditions, we obtain

Ex. m .
Ex -"/I M t

^ A= ^ (-co8<')+---s '''' <co8<^ -|-2^sni//>

To show the general shape of this curve, which gives the

voltage across the condenser at any moment after the time
t = 0, it has l)ecn calculated for a specific ca.se ((" = 20 micro-

farads and li « I ohm), and is shown in Figure 2. In the same
figure the curve of generated voltage (a sine wave), is given for

comparison.
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This condenser voltage, V, will reach its nuudmum for 6 ^i:.

It will then be

E
R

This, then, is the potential at which our "reduced" condenser

will discharge. The actual condenser, across the transformer

secondary^ will, of course, discharge at a voltage which is simply

this VniRs multiplied by the transformer ratio. In Figure 3,

cwves are given for V„,,, in terms of £ (the.maximum generated

voltage) . It will be seen that for ordinary conditions of resistance

(that is, R between sero and 1 ohm), V « 1.5 £ is a good average

value.

To find the R. M. 8., or effective value of V is desirable,

since this is the voltage that a voltmeter placed across the

transformer primary will read, and this is also the voltage for

which the transformer primary must bedesigned when the

equation Voff
« 4.44AB n f - 10"«
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b tised, where

^eff — R M.J^- volts across transformer primary

A — (TOSS sectional area of core in square cms.

B = flux density, in lines per square cm.

N = nunilx r of turns of primary winding,

f = supply frequency.

This eflfective value of V is

v.„ -v;X(-'i^»-:-^'if--»-{""-^s-^'l)"
It is found* that

Ve„ = 0.504 Y„„.

The design of a quenched gap set to operate under resonance

conditions becomes a relatively simple matter. Let us take a

numerical example for a 500-eycle, 1 kilowatt set, operating with

a 110-volt generator f l.')4 volts maximum).

We shall first find the equivalent primary condenser (i. e.

the secondary condenser reduced to the primary circuit), required

to absorb 1,000 watts, from

W = nCV*
•This value was Uetcriuinud graphicallv, the intcgrutiun Ijemg doue by

measuriDg the area of the squared curve with a planiineter.
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Since

Hence

V = 1.5E = (1.5) (llOjV'i = 266 volts.

1000 = 500 C (233)2,

C = 37 microfarads.

To tune to 500 cycles with this capacity, an inductance of

2.5 millihenrys is- required. This can be made up partly from

the generator armature inductance (usually this is between

1 and 5 millihenrys for a 1 kilowatt, 110-volt machine), and the

rest obtained either by a transformer having thb amount of

leakage inductance, or else from a transformer with no appreciable

leakage and series choke coils. I believe the latter method to

be preferable as it admits of greater flexibility.

The value of the equivalent primary condenser (or rather,

the ''reduced" secondary condenser, as I have called it), being

now fixed, the actual secondary condenser is determined by
deciding on a suitable transformer ratio. The value of this

secondary condenser is usually limited by conditions of wave
length and also by the discharge current which the quenched

gap in use will stand. A large condenser means heavy currents

and considerable heating in the gap, while a high discharge

voltage and a small condenser would require many gap sections

and cause insulation difficulties. It is, I believe, common practice

to employ about O.OOG microfarads as a secondary condenser

for this typo of set.

Having thus ilcteriiiined the ratio of primary to secondary

capacities, the transformer ratio is of course fixeil; and it is only

necessary to design a transformer of the ratio desired a simple

matter witli a ('losed core transformer of neplip;ii)le leakage.

Note sliould i)e taken of the fact previously mentioned that

when tlie usual transformer formulas are used, the effective value

of V (that is 0.504 \ nja») should be used as the voltage across

the primary.

Practically, the operation of (pienched ^^ap sets is at a point

slightly "off" resonance. However, it is hardly necessary to

operate with a condenser as much as 20 per cent larger than the

resonance capacity. The fore^;oinjz; results can. tlierefore, be

applied as very good appro.ximations to actual practice; and
have been found to be quite satisfactory for this purpose.

[Since the above was written I have become aware of an

article by L. B. Turner* upon the same subject. Following a

somewhat different procedure, Turner reaches practically the

*L. B. Tumor: "Electrician," Vol. 69. 1912, pa|?e <'.94: ''Dcr Schwing
iinRskrois nicdripcr Froqucnz in dor FimkeuteleKiuphie," "Jahrb. d. Diahtl
Tel.," Volume 9, lieft 2, page 141.
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same results as given al)()ve. with the exception tiuit he ne-

glects the resistance of tlie circuit. As Figure 3 shows, how-

ever, this would lead to considerahle inaccuracies, for larj^e

resistances, and is strictly correct only for R = 0. Turner

obtains the result

SUMMARY: The paper gives the operating theory of the power transformer
and alternator circuit of quenched spark gap transmitters. The secondary oi

the transformer and its loading capacity are reduced in the usual way to
equivalent primary inductance and capacity. The theory of the transient

phenomena occurring at the sudden discharge of the condenser is then
developed. It is shown that under ordinary conditions the maximum con»
denser voltage (reduced to the primary circuit), is 1.5 times the maximum
voltage generated in the alternator. The effective l orR. M. S. ) condenser
voltage, reduced to the primary, is found to he 0.504 times the maximum
primary voltage. It is this R. M. S. voltage which is used in the usual trans-
former design. The theory as clearly illustrated ior the case of a 500 cycle
1 K. W. set.

Washington, D. C, July 1, 1915.
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THE PUPIN THEORY OF ASYMMETRICAL ROTORS IN
UNIDIRECTIOISAL FIELDS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE QOLD6CHMIDT
ALTERNATOR.*

Bt

Benjamin Liebowitz

Since its advent, the radio-frequency generator of Professor

Rudolph Goldschmidt has been the subject of much discussion,

and several theories of its action have been advanced. The
theory of the Goldschmidt alternator, however, is but a special

case of the general theory of asymmetrical rotors in unidirectional

magnetic fields, which latter has been developed by Professor

Pupin, and on which he has been lecturing during the past seven

or eig^t years. The Pupin theory, therefore, antedates the

Goldschmidt alternator by several years, but is little known
except to those who have attended his lectures. The object of

thb paper is to give the theory its due publicity.

CIRCUIT iiAVING VAKIABLE INDUCTANCE AND NO
RESISTANCE

It will be helpful, perhaps, before considering Pupin's problem,

to take up a simple, hypothetical case first, viz., a circuit having

a periodically varied self-induction and no resistance. Imagine

a circuit made up of two coils connected in series, the one having

inductance Li, the other inductance Lj, and let M be the maxi-

mum value of the mutual inductance between the coils. When
they make an angle ft with each other, the mutual inductance

l>etween the coils is M cos 6, (See Figure 1) Let the circuit

be supplied with a source of constant r. m. f., K (e. g., a bat-

tery), and let R be the resistance. If one of the coils is con-

tinuously rotated with angular velocity (o, the total self-induction

of the circuit will vary periodically in accordance with the

equation

L =- Li-|-Li + 2Mco8<tft.

* Delivered before the Institute of Radio Engineers, New York, May 5,

1015.
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FlGURB 1

|^(Li + L» + 2Mcosapt) xjj

The inductance reaction will therefore be

d

dt|

where x is the current in the circuit at any instant. For brevity,

put

aud the inductance reaction becomes + ftcosw t) xj-

The resistance reaction is Rxi hence the equation of reactions is:

^ (/ H- /* cos wt) x 4- Rx » E.
dt

Tliis ('(|u:itinii. as it stands, conn's under Pupin s jirohlein;

what we arc intcrcsttMl in for the moment is the simplification

wliieh results when the resi>tan('e H is assumed to be vanisliingly

small. We must a<--unie, of eourse. that K also becomes vanish-

ingly small, altho the ratio K/li = X is to be regarded as finite.

With tliese assumptions the equation of reactions becomes

^|^(/ + MCO}>^«>t)xj = 0;
dt|

the solution of which is

(/. -\- /*eos (0 t) X = K,
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whence x =
^

/ 4- /* t;os to t

K is a constant of integration, depending on the initial con-

ditions. If we assume, for example, that

X

then K

Therefore x

Tiiis e(iiiation shows how the current varies in a circuit

having a periodically varied self-induction, an initial current,

and no resistance. Its graph is given in Figure 2 for the case

= X when t = 0,

= (/ + A*) X = |-

^ JA^ /i) X
+ M ct)s (,} t

where X = 1, / = 1, = 0.9. Since it is an even function,

it is developable into a .series oi cosines. Carrying out the

development we obtain

-h/i)x

/. -f- M cos
^
= 2Xx • . + Hcosrut + B-cos2*ot +

^ (0 1 ^ / — \ 2

B^cosa^'U +
y

where 13 = ^ ( M" - 1 - ' = H .
l
- _

i
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Now, the inductance of a circuit without capacity can never

become negative, hence

Li + Li + 2Mco8a>t > 0,

LiH-Li>2M and ;>M.

Hence B is a negative quantity whose absolute value lies Ijetween

0 and 1. B is 0 when M is 0, and B = - I when L, + = 2 M

;

i. e., when / = fj-. This can never happen, but if it diti. we see

that the amplitudes of all the harmonics of x would be ecjual but

would alternate in sign, and the series would not be convergent.

In all other cases we see that the amplitudes of the higher

harmonics decrease in geometric progression, and that they al-

ternate in sign as before. Obviously the series is convergent.

The case just considered is a purely hypothetical one, of

course, but I have worked it out in some detail because of the

light it throws on the difficult problem presented by the actual

circuits.

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the theory

of transformation of equations, a few words on this topic may
be said. Suppose we have an equation of any nature whatever,

in any number of variables. To fix the ideas, let there be two
variables, x and y, and let the equation be given by

f(x,y)=0.

To aid in solving this equation we may substitute for x any

legitimate function in any number of new variables, and likewise

for y. Suppose these transformations involve 2n new variables;

upon (2n — 2) of them we ni:i\ impose any conditions we please;

this leaves two variables, tlie relation between which must be

determined from the original equation, f (x, y) = 0.

CIRCUITS HAVING INDUCTANCE, RESLSTANCE, AND VARIABLE
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

Turning now to Pupin's theorj-, we consider first the case of a

circuit having resistance R, inductance L, and a constant im-

pressed e. m. f., £. ; \^ the field of this circuit is rotated another

circuit having resistance S and inductance N. For any angle 6

between the coils, the mutual inductance is given by M cos 6.

(See Figure 3.) In the first chrcuit, the reactions are the in-

ductance reaction Ljt' the resistance reaction Rx, and the
at

e. m. f M T- (y cos (o t) due to the presence of the rotating
d t

circuit. In this latter the reactions are the inductance reaction
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FlQURB 3

N— > the reastance reaction S y, and the e. m. f. due to the
at

presence of the stator circuit, M^ (x cos «* t). (Thruout this

paper, x shall denote the current in the stator, y the current in

the rotor, and to \ he angular velocity of rotation.) The equations

of reactions therefore are:

Pupin's rigorous solution of these equations is the backbone

of his theory. Having once obtained the solution of these

equations, it is a relatively simple matter to extend the theory

to more complicated cases, e. g., with condensers in one or both

circuits, impressed e. m. f.'s varying periodically with the time,

etc. We shall treat in some detidl, therefore, the case now under

consideration.

To equations (1) apply the transformations:

X = Xo H- Xo + X, + x<i -f

y = yi + y» + y* + y; +
389
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getting:

(3)

+ L^^J + R X2 + M ^- (yi cos o» t)

+ L^ + K X4 4- iM ^- (y, cos w t)

+ L^ + R x« + M^ (y4 cos 10 1)

+ N + Sy, + M (x,co8«t)
dt
(lys

dt

I « • • • •

+ . . . . . = 0.

Wt' may ropard tins transformatiuu as one iiivuiving tlie

2n + 2 varial)le.s:

X,.. Xj, Xi x^nj Vi. y.i. y5 . . . . Vsu fi;

where ii is made to a|)i)r();ich infinity. Tlie transforms I ion is

tlierofure an infinite one, and we may impose mii infinite nnmher
of arbitrary conditions; the only requirements to lie fulfilled

are that the snins x^ + x.. -f Xi -|- .... and yi -f y^ -f y-, -|-

. . . . sliall satisfy their respective equations and tliat they

shall he convergent.

Impose on yi, Xs, y«, X4 .... the following conditions:

^ (a)
L'Ij'^^

+Rxo-'E

dt ' dt
(b) N 7; + '^y, + M (.x^coswt) = 0

(c) L + R x.> + M (y, cos « t) = 0
(It d t

(c) N ^^ + '^y. + Mj'^(x,cos r.t)

(d) L ^* + R X. + M (y3 cos <o t) = 0

(d j N
'l^^

+ S y, -f M (X4 cos CO t)

rl

= 0

= .0

»9I>
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These conditions obviously satisfy the transformed equations

(3) for they make each part of the left-hand members of (3)

vanish separately;' hence they satisfy the original equations (1).

Furthermore, these conditions lead to a convergent result, as

will presently be shown.'"

The result of the transformations (2) is to break up the

original equations (1) into an infinite series of equations (4),

each of which can be solved if those preceding it are solved first.

Disregarding tran^ent states thruout, the solution of (4a) is:

(5a) " 1*

Substituting this in (4b) gives

N -f Sy, = - MXo|f (cos«»t)

B M bin t.

The solution of this is:

yi= „
^ sin(<tft-gi)

(5b) where Zi =V (<«>i\)- -f 6" and 0^ = tnii"^^'

Substituting this in (4c) gives:

^dt + - " ^^~ dt[2 i"^'"

(a* t - "0
-

«.j

The solution of this is:

f x,.--(^*'^^')^''-co8(2«>t-^.-^^^^

I

where Zi -V (2<o L^+B? and - tan"* •

Substituting this in (4d) gives:

-».T d Yi .
M* Xo d r 1 /ox ti\N^+sy=
Z.Z. dtk"'^^""*"

« -
[2

~

+ l8inO.>t-^i~/^a)j-

•Later we shall deal with a case where the scries arc divergent, but it will

be shown that even in this case Pupin's tmurformatioii is justified by the

physical phenomena.
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The solution of this is:

(6d)

where Zt -\/(3o»N)« + S? and dt - tan"*^-^-

We may continue in precisely the same manner to get

x«» ys, x«, yr, .... in turn. The complications multiply very

rapidly, however, so I shall merely write down the values for a

few more terms.

(fie)

ZI lit ^4

2ZaZs
cos

2 Z, Z,
''''^ t-2<?i-2^,)

j

^whcre Z* = V (4 L)- -f- and = tan
*

(wM)^ \o

2 Z| Zi Z(
8in(5«*t -di-dt- til- 0^-0%)

+
2 2;

sin (3 - - 2 - (Z*)

9
+ . sin (Salt - tfi - 2(^, - 2(^,)

4 Lii Zia'

(«)
4 Z/i /jj />3

4 iti Li

^where Zfc = V(5«»N)* + S*andff*=tan g—

•
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(Sg)

+ 22^-^C08(2..it - ^1 - 2^/, - 2<^, -

+ 42^1 cos (2 <u t - - 3 ^, - 2//,)

+ 427z^ cos (2 oi t- 3 - 3 ^) j

)

where Z, = V (6 wL)* + and fl» = tan"*^^-

We see, therefore, that the current yi contains the frequency

^1 the current Xt the frequency the current^ y% the fre-

quencie8-:^and — r the current xi the frequencies :r~ and tt—i

the current the frequencies ^
'

» ^- and *^ J etc. That is,

the current ysn+i contains ail the odd frequencies from

(2n4-l) ^ - down to ~-» and the current xm all the even
2;r 2;r

frequencies from ^!i!!!down to^- If we collect all the terms of
2ff 2;r

frequency ~- and denote the result by 351, those of frequency

T— and denote the result by {2, etc., we get:

(6a) 5. = sia (.»t - ft) - ^™|]^^° sin ('-t - 2 6. - ft)

+ '45;f£';;smK-2ft-2ft-ft)
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sin (flit- 2tf,-2$i-2fl,- ^4)

(Ob) {, =

_ 9(f>M)H„

2 Z, Z r Z.^ Z4

4 Zi Z,3U
2 Zi^ Z2» Zi

cos (2<«»t - - 2di - 26i - ^4)

cos (2wt - flk-2 ^)

cos (2<»t - 2^1 - 3 6i - 6i)

(6c) ^. - - '„^"'^^)'''°sm(3»t-e.-«. -a.)
Z ^1 iJi ^3

+ "it?';:" Bin (3<.t-e.-<».-2e.-«.)

- 2SSfe.^" - - 2ft - 2 - ..)

-fz!l^5--(a'-''-«.-«»-a«-2ft)
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2ZlZ22Z3'Z4 ^
I ^ ^ AJ

- 9 ("^^0' Xo
sin (3 «,t - 2^ - 2^ - 26b - ^0

4Z,2Z2-Z,-Z4 ^ 1
V, V, ,

(6d) = ^j'" COS (4 <n - ^1 - ^2 - ^3 - ^4)
£11 L\ Z3 ^4

-
zj|^^,'|^

«o« (4 o.t - «. - 0. - 2 - 2 0.)

- A?^'^?'^: cos (4 «.t- ft- 2«i - 2A - fl.)

2Z,Z,'Z.'Z4

2 Zi*^ Z2' Z3 Z4

+ .

3 M )" ™. (4 «,t - 2«. - 2«b - fl. - ft)

*4",»••••
(6e) 9. = ^''^^8in(5«t-ft-ft-ft-ft-A)

Z Z(l />2 /-^3 ^5

+. . .
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• • • * •

- -
4 Z. Z. Z. Z, Z. Z. Z, (7 "t 6, - - 0.

~ ^ ~* ^) • • • • •

Finally

X = H- + f* 4- f6 + fs +
^ ^ y =» 551 H- Jja + + +

These series are Pupin's solution of the fundamental dif-

ferential efjuatioiis (1). They are, in effect, Fourier's series,

each amplitude of which is an infinite series. Their physical

significance is most easily brought out after their convergence

has been demonstrated.

PROOF OF CONVERGENCE WITH VANI8HINGLY SMALL
RESISTANCES

I have found a relatively simple proof of the convergence by
first letting the resistances become vanishingly small, which leads

us to series that are obviously convergent, and then showing that

the re-mtroduction of finite reastanoes does not affect the

convergence.

When R = S-0, ^|«^-^- -|,

and Zi = wN, Z, = 2wL, Za = 3«N, Tn^iaL,
Hence 55 1 becomes

9 /Npy . / 7-\

"8x8>r9iLN; ""r'-T;

......
800
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(8)i

+^f,^:r+ •}

Hence:

+

}

Similarly

28 /M2 V

2« VL N/

}

•}

+ • * •

j

Now, by expansion in power series we find:

_4(sy-

+1©'- }
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-my- }^9 • • • • • « •

From (8) and (9) there results:

'"'""•M(''V'"LK j°°""

«--M-('-%''-S)'—

'

f'-="-('M!)'('-V'-ra)j"'"'

„ L/LNV/, /, M'V r *

Hence, putting for brevity:

we get

(S)(-^I-S)
2 \2

(10)

= Xo + 2 Xp|^<^
cos 2 ">t -f cos 4 <«>t -|- cos 6 <«>t

+ COS 5 wt H- ^ COS 7 wt + >.

Hence Pupin's series reduce to Fourier's series, the amplitudes

of which are proportional to integral powers of ^. This is what
we should expect from the simple case treated above of a single

circuit with no resistance and a periodically varied self-induction.

In fact, if we had chosen in the case first treated, a pair of circuits

with periodically varied mutual inductance and no resistance.
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instead of a single circuit with periodically varied self-inductance,

we should have arrived immediately at equations (10).

The quantity 4> takes tlie form 00 X 0 when M = 0, and

80 does the quantity^ ^1
—-^1 - I* "^ty r«adily be

shown, however, that

Li m <A » 0
M*0

and that (l -Jl -^) = 0M*oM\ LN/
Hence, when M = 0, tiie only current wliich exists is = E/ li,

which, of course, must be the case. Further, —- is the coupling
Li iS

factor of the two circuits, and this must always be less than

unity, and positive, of course. With these limitations on
^^

>

it is dear that the quantities ^ and ^1 — ^1 — can never

reach unity. Therefore

U<<^<land 0<(l-^'l-^)<l.

Hence the amplitudes of equations (10) are power series whose

ratio is less than unity in absolute value, therefore the series

are absolutely convergent.

PROOF OF CONVERGENCE WITH FINITE RESISTANCES

This result will now be extended to the practical case where

the resistances are finite. In order to pass from equations (10)

back to equations (7) and (6), we go through the following steps:

(1), expand each expression 2*^'' and
"'v/^

"~
ln)

into power series in I i ; (2), break up each term h (j^j^l of

the resulting series into a number of smaller terms

k/M^"^ /M'Y^ /M-\'

where ai, SLi, as, . . . all have the same sign as the original

term h ( )
;

(it is important to note that in forming equa-

tions (8), the terms which were combined into single terms all

89»
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had the same sign); (3), split up each term a, in<«>t

into two terms, vis.,

hi (^^^ sinS cosm tot and ^ '^^^™

eacli of which is smaller than the term from which it is derived.

In this way €*ach of the series in equations {10) is converted into

two series, one in sines, the other in cosines, in each of which the

amplitudes are infinite series. That is, we pass from the con-

vergent series of (10) to Pupin's series (8) by a number of steps

which cannot oiler the convergence. Hence it is proved that

Pupin's series are convergent, and therefore that the Pupin

theory is entirely rigorous.

PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SOLLTION

Turning npw to the physical interpretation of equations (6)

and (7), we see that whenever an asymetrical rotor is revolved

in the field of a stator on which is impressed a constant e. m. f.,

there are generated an infinite number of harmonics in both

the stator and the rotor. The harmonics in the rotor are all odd,

in the stator they are all even. If the resistances are small in

comparison with the inductances, the amplitudes of the harmon-

ics decrease iipproximately according to integral powers of a

quantity </> whose absolute value is less than unity. If the

resistances are not small, it is obvious that amplitudes must

decrease more rapidly. The smaller the cou{)ling coelhiient

the snudler is the (plant ity </>. and hence the more rai)idly do the

amplitudes decrease. The wave distortion in single phase alter-

M*
nators is an example; if the air gap is small, the coupling

'

will not be very small, and the amplitudes of the odd harmonics

in the rotor will not fall olT very rapidly. The presence of these

odd harnioiiic- constitutes at least part of the distortion. If a

large uncoupled inductance is connected in series with the field

M-
of a single phase alternator, the coupling ' ^ will be reduced,

and the distortion consecjuently diminished. This might be of

pr.'ictical importance, for example, in enabling single phase

alternators to be constructed with smaller air gaps and thereby

reducing the amount of copper required in the field coils. The
case of polyphase alternators with unbalanced load is precisely

similar, of course.
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In ordinary alternating current machinery, the harmonics

are suppressed as far as posdble; in the'Goldscbmidt alternator,

on the other hand, the harmonics are encouraged by the use

of condensers, the object being to get as much energy as possible

into a single predetermined overtone. In his lectures, Professor

Pupin indicated how the theory could be extended to include

condensers in the stator and rotor circuits. This extension will

now be carried out in detail.

CIRCUITS HAVINC. RESISTANCE, INDUCTANCE, CAPACITY
AND VARIABLE MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

Suppose that the rotor and stator circuits include any arbi-

trary arrangement of inductances and capacities. At a given

frequency the stator circuit will liave a definite effective

resistance, which we may denote by R^q, and a definite effective

inductance, which we may denote by Lsn. Similarly, at a given

frequency ^^i^t^ljl^, ^otor circuit will have an effective

rosistanco ^21. + i
^"^^ indiK'tance N2n + i-

That is, the

quantities R, S. L, N are no longer constants, but are functions

of the frequency. R2,, and S2„ + i
must always he positive, l)ut

and N^n + iiiiay be positive, negative or zero. If = 0,

it means that the stator circuit is tuned to the frequency ^^-^ >

similarly, if Nj„_; ,
= 0, the rotor circuit is tuned to the fre-

quency -—
7,

- - •

It is clear, therefon\ that the fundamental dilV* icntial equa-

tions (I) hold for the present case as well as for the pr{n-ious case,

provided that we consider steady states only, the only difference

being that R, S, L and N are now functions of c. liearing this

in mind we may proceed exactly in the same manner as before,

arriving at equations (4), The solutions of these equations are

of the same form as in the previous ease, i. e., of the same form

as equations (5); but now, Zi, Zs, Zs, Z4 . • . . and

6tt ifit . . . . are given by:

Zx2 = Oe^XO^ + Si* ^i = tau-*^^^'

Za* = (3 wN,)2 + S»« = tan-*
^

401
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It 18 dear, therefore, that the flolutions as given by equations

(6) and (7) hold for all cases, provided that the proper meanings
be attached to the Z's and the ^s.

We proceed now to investigate what Iiappcns to Pupin's

series when the rotor circuit is tuned to a definite number of

frequencies ~. . . . , and the stator circuit to the fre-

quencies ~ > ^ > . . . . To fix the ideas, let the rotor be
2;r 2,T

tuned to the single frequency r— , and the stator to the single
2 3r

2 io

frequency— . Then Zi becomes simply Si, and Zs becomes R«.

We assume, furthermore, that the effective resistances for these

frequencies, i. e., Si and Rt, are small. Then the quantities

and » which now become and - 1 are very large.

It will be observed that the current Jji contains the amplitudes:

-zT '

i j {2z,h' \^) [22,) i zrj iaz.;

Likewise, the current St contains the amplitudes:

*-mm)- *-{mW' '^aw-
and T/t contains the amplitudes:

3 wM Xo / M
\ I

(o M \ 3 o) M x„ / (o M
Z«

/(oM \ i <o M \ 3 f> M x„ / oj M \ - / to My
\ Zi / \2'Lif Z3 V Zi / \2Zt/

3 wM X, /o> My A'^My
Z. '

V Zt / \2Z,/**

and fi contains the amplitudes:

6(«> M)2 Xo /w M\ /wM\ 6 M)*Xo A^My (ot My
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We 8661 therefore, that every mrrent contains amplitudes

which are power series in ^"'^^^j
(2Z^)'

if the circuits are

tuned so as to reduce Zi to Si and Z2 to R«, and if these resistances

are small, it follows that all the scries of equations (6) diverge,

and therefore that all the ampUtudes tend towards infinity. A
complete discussion of the convergence or divergence of these

series is not very simple, but in the given case it is clear that if

the resistances Rs and are small, the higher powers of

(^Y^^ (^'^^) ^^^^^ occur in all the amplitudes soon become so

large as to make all the other terms in the amplitudes negligibly

small, and the divergence of all the amplitudes is therefore

assured.

EXPLANATION OV LIMITATION OF ROTOR AND STATOR
CUIUIKNTS IN PRACTICE

The question now arises, does the Pupin theory break down
when tuned condenser circuits of low resistance are employed,

or is the theory still justified by the physical phenomena? And
if the theory is justified how can the operation of the Goldschmidt

alternator be accounted for?

The answer to both of these questions is, I think, not far to

seek. It does not require an elaborate theory to show that if the

stator and rotor circuits are tuned, let us say to the frequencies

^ and ~~ respectively, the currents all tend toward infinity

in an ideal machine of low resistance. For, suppose a current x,,

is flowing in the stator ; this will give rise to a current ^^^^ sin wt

in the tuned rolur circuit; this in turn will give rise to a current

(to mYx— ^j^ f^
—- COB 2 to i in the tuned stator circuit (leaving out of

account the otiier currents generated) : this stator current in turn

will give rise to a current — ' „ - sin t in the tuned rotor cir-

cuit, which is opposite in phase to the first current ^-^^sinM but

is very much larger than the same if the resistances are small.

In this way, each new current of frequency ^ in the rotor will
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give rise to a much larger current of frequency ^ in the stator,

and this in turn to a still larger current of frequency ^ in

the rotor, aiul so forth. Physical reasoning shows, tliorefore,

that the currents to which the circuits are tuned tend toward

infinity in ideal machines of low resistance. But obviously, if

one of the currents becomes infinite, they all must become in-

finite, hence the Pupin theory a.s applied to the case of tuned

condenser circuits is entirely in accord with the phenomena
which would exist in an ideal machine. The correctness of the

Pupin theory in all cases is therefore established.

As regards the practical operation of the Goldschmidt

alternator, this is readily accounted for by the variable perme-

ability of the iron. As the rotor and stator currents become
larger and larger, the permeability of the iron becomes smaller

and smaller, hence the circuits automaticaUy detune themselves

and thereby keep down the currents. At the same time, the

losses in the iron increase rapidly as the currents become larger,

hence the effective resistances idso become larger, and this also

tends to limit the values of the current. It is a physical impos-

sibility, therefore, to keep the circuits in tune or to keep the re-

sistances very low; the practical operation of the Goldschmidt

alternator is thus accounted for.

The Pupin theory shows that by suital)ly controlling the

impedances Zi, Z2, Z3, .... it should be possible to make any

given amplitude larmier than the others, but it also shows that to

make the given amplitude large, the neighboring amj^litudes

must also be large. Professor Pupin long ago pointed out the

possil)ilities in this method of generating radio fre(iuency cur-

rents, but in his opinion the difficulties and disadvantages

outweighed the advantages to such an extent that he did not

attempt to develop the method for practical purposes.

Thruout this paper, attention has been confined to the case

of a constant e. m. f. impressed on the stator. It should be
mentioned, however, that the Pupin theory includes the case

where the impressed e. m. f. is any function of the time. In

conclusion it should also be mentioned that Professor Pupin
showed his solution of the fundamental differential equations

to Professor Moulton of Chicago University, and that the lat-

ter has since applied the method to the general theory of Imear

differential equations with harmonic coefficients.
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SUMMARY: The case of a simple circuit having periodically varying In*
ductancc is first examined. The solution shows that the current has a con-
stant component and an infinite series oi convergently diminishing b^her
harmonica. Circuits having inductance, resistance, and variable mutual
inductance are next considered. To solve the equations obtained, an in-

finite transformation is carried out, each variable being replaced by the sum
of an infinite series of new variables, thus enabling an infinite number of ar-
bitrary conditions to be imposed. As a result, an infinite series of equa-
tions is obtained, each of which can be solved if those preceding it have
been solved. The solutions are worked out to the fourth harmonic in one
circuit and the third in the other. In one circuit, only odd frequencies ap-
pear; in the other, only even. The general solutions are in the form of a
Fourier's series, each amplitude of which is an infinite series. The con-
vergence of the solutions is completely established. The solutions are then
extended to the case where rotor and stator circuits contain capacities.

It is shown that according to Pupin's theory, all currents in low resist-

ance rotors and stators tend toward infinity if these circuits are appropriately
tuned. This apparent discrepancy from practice is explained on the ground
that the variable permeability ot the iron in the Goldschmidt alternators

automatically detunes the circuits and that the increasing losses of the iron
tend further to limit all currents.
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DISCUSSION

Ixmis Cohen (by letter) : Aside from the Interesting solu-

tion of the problem that the i)ai>er deals with relating to radio

frequency alternators, the great importance of the paper con-

sists in the general method that Professor Pupin has given us for

solving difTerential equations having variable coefficients. I

believe the method will prove of great value in the solution of

many other problems in electrotechnics.

I recall that I have diseussed this problem with Professor

Pupin about six years ap^o, and he told me then that he had

marked out the general solution of the problem, but reserv< (l

its publication for some future time. We ought to be grateful

to Mr. Liebowitz for liaving put it in shape for publication and

presenting it before the Institute.

As an illustration of the apphcability of tlie method developed

in the paper to the solution of other j)rob!ems, it may be of

interest to mark out the prol)Ieni of the microphone circuit.

» We liave in this case an inductance, a varial)le resistance

and a continuous e. m. f. in the circuit, and the circuit equation is,

+ Rl+rlcoswt = E, (1)
d t

where R+r b the total resistance of the circuit in stationary

condition.*

As far as I know the complcfte solution of this problem has

never been given. Following, however, the method developed

by Professor Pupin, we can readily obtain the solution of the

problem.

Put I«IoH-It+It+I»4- +In, (2)

and make the substitution in equation (1), we get

dt
L^ + RIo + rloCoswt

+ L^^-|-RIiH-rIiCOS«t
d t

+ L'l^' + RI, + rIicoswt
d t

+ L*JT +RI» + rInCoswt- E
d t

(3)

• (H i.s the C()ii-(;iiit r('si>>t:uir(' of tlic rxtcrual circuit : tbr rosistnnco of the

microphone, which varies jR'rifxhcally under the intlnem t- i»f a souiui of fre-

quency is T cos tot. The term I (rcasrut) in equation (I) is therefore

the drop of potential at time t across the microphone.—EonoB.)
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In accordance with the method given in the paper, we can

break up equation (3) into a number of independent equations,

as follows:

(a) l'Ij^^' + RIo^E

(b) L^jI' + RIi + rIoC08«»t = 0

(c) ' + RIt + rlicos^t « 0
fit

(d) L'^- +RI, + rI,co8ci»t -0
at

Disregarding the transients, we have for the solution'of (4a),

I. - 1- (6)

Substituting the value of lo from (5) into (4b), we get

L'^^' + RIi- -^^'eoso^t (6)

and

Ii * - COS {<o t - til) (7)

Z = yju io^ + R^ - tan-*

Substitutinj; the vahie of li into (4c}, we have

L^^- + RIt « ^'L cos ( (ot — tf])cos(vt

= 2R Z,
'^^ *

"

and

Repeating the operation, we find in a aimilar manner,

K
-

2 R2
("^ ^

~
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^* "
SRzfzizjZ*^^^

(4 <o t - - - - ^4)

and similarly for the other components.

If we collect separately'' the terms of the same frequency,

and denote the results by 3ji, iji, etc., respectively, we get

»^ w + COS (2 Vt + ft)

, Er*cos*^i

(10)

r^cos'^^i 1 . .

+ 4R«Z7"^ /
^^^^

+
>. J\ co8(2«»t-2^i-2^,)

"^2RZ, ]
^^^^

The total current in the circuit is «

I = '?o4-'5.+9t+ (H)

It is seen therefore that the current is of a complex character,

having a continuous current component, and currents of fre-

to 2(0 T • 1 1 11 1 11
quencies r— » >etc. It is also to be notcii that tlie iimpiitudes

2;: 23r

of the different components decrease as the frequencies increase.

As a partial proof we may consider the case, when there b
no inductance in the circuit, L«0, we have then

= »0
Zi — Zt — Zs = " R»
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Equations (11), (12), and (13) reduce to

If we put L = 0 in equation (1) we get

I —? - |(l + ^C08.0tj"'. (16)

Expanding the above by the binomial theorem, we have

I=||l-|co8«t+^coe««»t-^,co8»«»t+ . . .|(17)

cos'wt - ^ H-ico8 2«t
2 2

eOfi^ait |c08«t + 7C0S«»t + 7C083«»t
2 4 4

cos* wt = ^ + ^co8 2wt + ^ + |co84«»t

Making these substitutions, we get

--cos«t}l + -- + ^j^,+ I
(18)

+
The results by the two methods are in exact agreement.

Benjamin Liebowits (by letter): Owing to the fact that

Pupin's series diverge when tuned condenser circuits of low

resistance are employed, great care must be exercised in inter-

preting the theory as applied to the Goldschmidt alternator.

The theory shows that if a current of a given frequency is largei

the currents of neighboring frequencies must also be large;

but it abo shows that by properly controlling the impedances

(detuning some of the circuits, if necessary) the series far a given

frequency can be made to diverge more rupully than any other.

There is nothing in the theory, therefore, which says that a high

efficiency is impossible. On the other hand, a high efficiency

would hardly be expected, owing to the inevitable large losses

in the iron, and in practice the efficiency is not more than fifty-

four per cent., according to Mr. Mayer,
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2 to
It has been remarked that the currents of frequency ^* for

example, generated in the stator by successive "reflection" from

the rotor, being of opposite signs, tend to neutralize each other.

It must be borne in mind, however, that any power series whose

ratio is greater than unity is divergent, even if the signs alternate.

Therefore, all the currents tend toward infinity in an ideal

machine, in spite of the differences in sign of successive am-
plitudes. The series will begin to converge only when the ratios

_ become sufficiently small, and in tuned condenser circuits
Z

this cannot happen until the currents attain sufficiently large

values to produce detuning, a decrease in M, and increases in the

effective reastances, by the approach of saturation.

Lester L. Israel (by letter): From the theory developed

in this paper it appears that currents of lower frc(iueney due to

reactions of the higher harmonics Ixcome increasingly large.

Since in practice tlie (loldschmidt alternator is fpiite efficient,

this can hardly be so. Perhaps the api)arent discrepancy may
be accounted for by the fact that these induced lower harmonics

are opjiosed in pliase, together with a limitation or modification

of the series rej)resenting them arising from the high energy

absorption at one of the higher harmonics.
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INDEX TO VOLUME 3

1915

All references to any individual, company, or radio station are fully listed in this

index. Answers to points brought out in the Discussions will be listed under

the name of the questioner. With the exception of the names of companies,

all topics will be listed in general under the noun referred to. The numbers

correspond to pages in the text. The following abbreviations are used: r. f.

—

radio frequency; a. f.—audiofrequency; 1. v.—low voltage; h. v.

—

hi^h voltage.

ABSORPTION IN TRANSMIS-
SION, 82, IQ.VlQ.'i

Accounting, 2fi

Aeroplane, transmitters, 205
Affel, Herman A., 02
Alaska (stations), 8, 17, 18, 19, ^ 22,

2L ^177,311
AlexanHerson, E. F. W., 181^ 2S3
Alternators, 82, 88-92. 32ii

Alternator, Alcxanderson, 2Si
, Bouthillon, 64^ 65
, electrastatic, 50, 89^ Oft

, Goldschmidt, 58, ^j2^ 9(M)3,

38.>40o,4()9,

nn
,

, efficiency, 23
American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers, 366
American Transformer Co., 133
Amplification, by audion, 173-183

, l)y heterodyne, 1S.V204

, by pliotron, 281-283,291
Anadvr, Siberia (station), 13, 21, HI

~

Anchora^s, 146, 162
Annapoli.<<, Md. (station), 8
Antennas, 82, 142. 143. 155. 164. 166-

169, 173
, effective resistance of,

, fundamental of, 155
, ground type, 214. 371^73.

374. 315
Arc, at transmitter key, 132

, for frequency tripling, 70-72

, Poulsen, 87, 156i l^L^ 354^
366, 367

Arlington, Va. (station), 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,

14, 15, 18, 173, 177, 373
ArmstrongTEawm H.. 170, 180, 18L

182,214, 215-238. 239-247, 249. 2o3-

256. 258. 281
Arnold. E., 511

Audibility, by shunted telephone, 181-

1^

Audion, (sec also Valve Receivers,
Pliotrons, Vacua in Valves),

214. 215-247, 249-259, 275.

292 'i9!?

, amplifier, a. f., 173-183. 215.

223. 224. 3Z1
, am'pllfier, r. f., 219-22:^, 230-

233. 23S

, characteristics, 182, 215-219.

239=245
, oscillator, 224-238. 239. 244,

245, 24L 252, 253, 254. 3717^
Austin, Lou1s\\^103-106. 111. 180.

2(Xi. 2ii

BALBOA, PANAiMA (station), 8, 18,

19, 27
Biillybunion, Ireland (station), 162. 165
Barth, Julian, 126-131. m
Beats Receiver, see Receiver, hetero-

dyne
Beaufort, N. C. (station), 8, 12
Belmar, N. J. (station), 154
Bjerkne-s, 30, 2115

Blondel. A., 129
Blue cathode glow, in audion, 176, 182.

270, 216
BlueHelds, Costa Rica (station), 2Q
Boas, Hans, ii2

Boctis (station), 2Q
Bolinas, Cal. (station), 311
Boston, Mass. (station), 8, 11, 12

Boston Section of Institute, 55-79.

88-92. 211
Bottomley, John, 321
Bouthillon, Leon, 64, 65, 8S
Brant Rock (stutimi), 132. 143. IM
Braun, Ferdinand, 3i!4

Breakdown, of transformer, 133, 134
, of insulators at r. f., 353,

367, 368



Bremerton, Wash, (station), 8
HriLsh (corona), .S/SO ami following
Bucher, Elmer K., 334-338. 343. 34S
Billiard, \\ . H. G., 7-28
Bureau, of Navigfition, 29

, of Stjindards, 29, 103.203.383
, of Steam Enpneering, lH

Bush Terminal, lirooklvn istalion),

144, 14o. 257. 2ZiS

CABOT, SEWALL, 81, S9, 90, £2^
222

Capacity, distributed, 133, IM
CajK' Blanco, Ore. (station). S, 19, 21
(]'arlK)nindum, as msLstance. 3")9. .Ht>fi

Cartagena, Colombia (station), 2Q
Catenary, of guj's, 13S
Cavite, Pnili|)pines (station), 8
C'hain, of stations, 9
Changers, wave, 340

, r. f., 55-79. 81-92. 21i
, r. f., electrolytic, fi7-fifl

, r. f., electrostatic, aii

Characteristic, of audion, see .Vudion
, of Wehnelt rectifier, 2iiii

Charge, space, '2V^ '2i\H, '2T1, 277>, '27i\^

2*M1

Charleston, S. C. (station), S. 11, ill

Chelsea (Boston), Mass. (station), 8
Chicago, IIL (station), 8, 12
Circuits, equivalent, 130. 132. 133
Clark, J. Cameron, 350. 3()4

Clark, (leorge H., lal
Code, '^Continental." 312. 315.316. 338
Cohen, til

Cohen, I>oui8, 15G, 157, 19V204. 295-

302, m)~m
C()Ion, Panama (station), 8, 18, 19, 20,

27. 171. LZZ
C^olunibia I'niversity, New York, SO,

179. ISO. 23Ji

Commerce, I>epartnjcnt of, 311. 31fi

Committees of the Institute, 9S, 99.

212. 213. 308, aim
Commutator, for r. f., 84
Condenser, variable (special scale), 32-

30, 40, 53
Convention, Berlin, 17, IS

, London. 18, 20, 21* 2iL
320. 340

, Safetv at Sea, 13, lA
, Washington, 34L

Convergence, of Pufiin's S<'ries, 39l>-

400, Mi
Coolidge, W. I)., 271. 272. 2SI
( 'orona, a. f., 354. 355. 300. 3lil

, r. f., 349-305. 3(ir.-:^70

Counting, of words, 22
Culver. Charles A., 211
Current, effective in loo.sely coupled

secondary, 301

, saturation, 2111

, thermionic, 2li2 and following,

352,35a

Curtis, AiLsten, SI
Cutting, Fulton. 214
Cyclograms, dlu.

DAIUEX, PANAMA (station), 8,

9, 13, 18, 21
Davis, George S.. 157-160. ill
Decrement, logarithmic, 29.5-^^02

DecnMiietcr. Kolster, 29-53

De l'ort?st, Lee, 179, 180. 181, 182^ 239-

247. 275. 291. 292
Department of Commerce, 29
Detectors, 'Ml
Detector, crystal, 257, 258, 329

, magnetic, 84
, pliotron, 280, 281^ 292 (see

also .\udion)

Diamond Shoal Lightship (station),

8. m
Discharge, brush, 3aQ and following

, flame, 35

1

and following

Dodge's Institute of Telegraphy, 'HA
and following

Doublers, frequency, 5f>-79

Drude P. 'jti'j

Dubilier, William, 83, 84
Dushman, Siiul, 272, 288, 290, 291

EASTHAM, MELVILLE, 89, 91, 2H
Eccles, Cal. (station), 311

Edison, Thomas A., 201. 292
Eiffel Tower, Paris (station), 1II^

Eilvese, Hanover (station), 91, 238, 251
Elster. 2lil

Elwell, Cyril F., 101-170. 171. 214
Engineering, radio, 86, 87. hH.

I'ipstein, 14
E(|uations, differential with harmonic

coeflicients, 38.V405. 40t>-409

Eureka, Cal. (station), 8, 11, m
Excitation, impulse, 49, 85

FAKALI/)N ISLANDS, CAL. (sta-

tion), 8
Earnsworth, S. W., 3.")3

Fatigue, elastic of guys, 159. IfiQ

Federal Telegraph ( 'o.. 81
Ferro-concrete, bases, 144. 146. Ili5

Fes.senden, Reginald A.. 89, 250
Fire Island, N. V. (station), 8
I'lame, corona, 351 and following

Fleming, J. A.. 261, 292
Fliess, Koliert A., 205
I'ortescue, C. L., 3.5:<

Foundation, of masts, 143. 144
Fredenhagen, 2<'>5. 2011

Frving Pan Shoals Lightsliip (station),

8, Iti

GALENA, 113
Ciap, calibrated sphere, 109, 356.
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Gap, quenching, 85, 112, 125, 126, 327.

, sjTichronous rotary, 112. 132
Gauge, Mclxjod, 2110

, vacuum, 28S, 289
Geitel, 2Q1
General Electric Co., 2<n
Glatzel, B., ZZ
Goldschmidt, Rudolph, 58, 62, 63, 72^

73, 81^ 385
Goiasnuth, .\lfred N., 27, 55-59. 81. 82.

8L 89, 90, 105, 13iri3!?n59. ITT.
179, IKO, 214, 287-291. 341. 342. 343.
574; 375

Gncirof pliotron, 276, 279, 280
Grounds, 82
Guam (station), 8, 9, 19^ 22, 21
Guantanamo, Cuba (statio'nt, 8. 19. 27.

374 —

'

Guj's, 135 and following, lii2 and
following

, sparking in, 156, 157

HALLBORG, HENRY E., 81, 82,
107-124, 126, 127, 128, 1307151.
132-134, 151-10117377

Hallwachs, 265
Hammond, John Hays, 101
Hammond, John Hays, Jr., 101
Harmonics, see Overtones
Har\'ard University, 214
Hetero<lyne, receivers, see Receivers,

heterodyne
, effect (with damjicd train),

48, 231, 232, 249-259,
330

Hewlett, Palmer B., 371, 323
Highland Light4} (station). 7
Hill, ( Juy, 8L 132, m
Hogan, John!.., Jr., 189, 190, 191, 193,

198, 199, 200, 249, 25971117335-
347

Hollister, Cal. (station), 323
Honolulu, Hawaii (station), 8, 9, 165,

238. 257, 371, 372, 313
Hydrographic informations, see Reports
Hy.steresis, in iron, 63, 64, 73, 83 (see

also Iron)

TMPEDAXCE, SYNCHRONO I IS,

l 117
Impulse Excitation, see Excitation
Insulation, compressed air, 89, UH (see

also Breakdown)
Intcr-Departinent Boartl (of Navy), 9
Interference, 321, 337
Interrupter, mechanical, 83
-—

, r. f., 84
Ionization, gas, 228, 239, 275

, positive, in vacuum tul>es,

270,211
Iron, at a. f., 109, 115

Iron, at r. f., 63, 64, 72, 73-79. 82, 92,
214. 404. 40*17410

Israel. raeTTI, 82, 156, 182, 183, 374,
410

[OLY, 74, 7L 29
' Jupiter,Tla. (station), 8, 19, 2Q

KARBONKOTE (paint), 159
Kennelly, A. E., 88, 89

Kenotron, 272. 273, 274, 285, 290, 291.
202

Key West, Fla. (station), 8, 11, 12, 18,
19^122

KieCitz, Franz, 321
Kolster, Frederick A., 29, 133
Kock, F., 22
Korda, D., 59, 60
Kruh, fiJU^T

Kuhn, Alfred S., 125
Kuster. 206

LAG, in r. f. Arc Production, 369.
370

Langmuir, Irving, 240, 261-286. 287-
2113

Law, study of radio, 330
Ix^akage, in transformers, 124. 129, 130
Lee, 2ii)

liCeds and Northrup, 32
Liebowitz, Benjamin, 185-194. 196-204,

385=405, 406, 409
License, of ofjerators, 311
Lilienfeld, 265
Limon (station), 20
Lissajous', figures, 69
Lowenstein, Fritz, 85

MACHR IHAN ISH, SCOTLAND
(station), 162

Magnetism, remanent in iron, 22
Marconi, Guglielmo, 7, 84, 324
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., 23,

112, 313, 320, 327, 334, 336-342. 348.
371

Marc Lsland, Cal. (station), 8, 11, 15, 12
Marowijnc (sliip .station), 311
Marriott, Rolx^rt IL, 87, K)5, 247, 366
Marshall Lsland (station), 122
Mar.v, Roland G., 34«>-3ii.'>

Masts, 13.>-1(»(), ir.1-172, 214
. portal)le,T71, 122

Maxwell. Clerk.
May«'r. Kmil E., ':>2. 4Q9
Meiicnitti, H. J., lill

Mexico, Hi
Miami, Fla. (station), 20
Micronhone, tlieory of, 406-409
Modulation, of sixjech by pliotron,

284-286, 292
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Moment^ bcndiug, of towers, ill and
following

Morccroft, J. H.. 86, 179. 180. 181, 211
Moulton, 4iM

NALLY, EDWARD J., 22
Nantucket Lightstiip (station),

8, 16
Nassau, Bahamas (station), 211

National Electric Signaling Co., 344
Nauen, Germany (station), 162. 238,

257. 258
Navy, U. S., 7-28

New Brunswick, N. J . (station), 82^

112, Uo, 120, 154, 155
Newcastle, New Brunswick (station),

23S
New Orleans, La. (station), 8, 11, 17^

158, 159, m
Newport, R. I. (station), 8, 11, lli

New York, N. Y. (station), 8, 11
Norfolk, Va. (station), 8, 11, 17, 103|

1(U
North Head, Wash, (station), 8, 11, 12^

17, 18^ 19^ 20, 22
North Truro, Mass. (station), 8
Nusbaum, C, 214

OBSERVATORY, NAVAL (Wash-
ington, D. C), 10

Ocliiishi, Japan (station), 21
Officers of the Institute, 5, 97, 211, 3QZ
Olan^po, Phihppines (station), 8
Onmigraph, 321, 329
Operator, symbolic (mathematical), 29Q
Operators, training of, 8, 311-333, 334-

Oscillator, audion; sec Audion
, pliotron, 283-286, 222

Oscillograph, Braun tube, 86, 131.

(3.57).m
, Cieneral Electric, 8fi

Overtone*, 155, 156, 157, 366, 367, 387.

388, 390-405, 407-409. AIQ
Owen, iS2
Ozone, production of, 351, 252

PACKMAN, M. E., 311-333, 334.

337. 338, 343, 347, 33S
Paint, for towers. 158. 152
Parker, 2fi5

Peek, F. W., Jr., 356, 368
Pekin, China (station), 8
Pensacola, Fla. (station), 8, 19
Petersen 50 0

1

Pliiladelphm, Pa. (station), 8. 17, 103.

KM
Photo-electricitY, 265, 266
Pickard, Greenleaf W., 371
Pierce, George W., 214
Pliotrons, 274-'JS6 (sec also Audions,

Vacua in Valves)

Photrons, amphfier, 281-283. 221
, detector, 280, 2&1
, in rmlio telephony, 284-"2S0

, oscillator, 28.^286, 222
Pohl, 265
Point Arguello, Cal. (station), 8, 12
Point Isabel, Texas (station), 8
Porter, 2fifi

Portland, Maine (station), 8
Portsmouth, X. H. (station), 8

, England (station), lii5

Power factor, oi transmitter, 130. lil
Pratt, Haraden, 173-178, 181. 182. 183.

IM
Primary ampere method, 1£S
Pring, 265
Pringsheim, 265
Pump, molecular, 235, 2S7j 288, 22Q
Pupin, Michael L. 385-405. 406

QUENCHLXG, 125, 126

RADIO, VA. (see also Arlington), IS
Radiograms, s[>ecial, 23, 24

Radiograms, special deliver^', multiple,

etc. 24
Rates' radio, 21, 22
Reactance, percentage, 111, 112
Receivers, adjustment of, 345-347. 248

, heterodyne, 185-204, 249-
259

, telephone, 187, ISS, 1%,
200, 202

Rectifiers, pure electron, 216, 217^ 272-

224
Regulation, wave length, 341, 342.
343

Reisz, E., 182, 225
Relay, electron, 228, 2^ 241, 242

, regenerative, 254, 2557 256. 25S
Relaying of messages, 23

from wire telephone to radio
telephone, 286

Rendahl, R., 122
Reports, hydrographic, 13-16

, weather, 12, 12
Re-radiation, from guys, 155. 156, 152
Resonance, acoustic, ^

and resonance cur\'es, 21
41, 301. 328

,a.T7IIIEL34
in loosely coupled second-

ary, 298, 222
Richardson, 262, 2(>3. 264, 265, 266

, law 6fr262, 267, 268. 221
Riecke, 262
Ronescon, detector, 257, 258
Rotating brush effect, lilQ

Rukop, 20
Rutherford, 72^ 244
Ryan. HarrisJ.. 349-365. .366-370
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SAG OF GUYS, 138 and following I Tcsla, Nikola, 89, 180. IM
San Diego, C'al. (station), 8, i), ' Thermions, 182726F286. 287-293. 352.

11,12,18,13 i 35:i ML
San Doiningo, 21 Thompson, Roy E., 369, 370
San tVanciaco, Cal. (stations), 165, 173, Thomson, Sir J. J., 2til

177. 2")7. 311 Time, signals hv radio, 10-12

San Juan, Porto Rico (station), 8, 18, Towers, S2, 135-160. 161-172. 21i
19, 27 , tin)ular vs. .self-supporting,

Santa Marta, Colombia (station), L5S 159. llil

Samoff, David, 33S-312, 34S , wooden, 161-170, 111
Saturation in iron, 72, 79, IXKi (see also Traffic, radio regulations, 320, 330. 340

Iron) Transformer, a. f . power, 107, 113, 114.

Say\'ille, Long Island (station), 177^ 123, 125-134. 214. 377-38:^

257. 258. 372. 373 Transients, h. v., 349, 37L 379, 380, 4QZ
Schools, radio, 311-348 Transmission, speed of, 322
Section of the Institute, Boston, 55-79. Transmitters, aeroplane, 2Qa

88-92. 214.

215
, Washington,

29 157
Seibt, Georg, 129, 133
Series, Fourier's, 39S
Service, commercial, of Xavy, II
Ship-to-shore transmission, of Navy,

16, 12
Shoemaker, Harry, 318
Shunt, leakage, for audions, 222
Simon, E. J., 126
Sleet, on antennas, 143. Uj2
Soddy, 244. 2G1
Solution, graphical of tower problem,

152
Space charge, see Charge
Static, see Stni>'8

Stations, trans-oceanic, see Arlington,

Ballybunion, Belmar, Brant Rock,
Danen, Eilvese, Honolulu, Muchri-
hanish, Naucn, New Brunswick,
Newcastle, Portsmouth, San Fnm-
cisco, Sa>'ville, Tuckerton

St. Augustme, Fla. (station), 8, Ifl

Stone, Ellery E., 3fi2

, John Stone, 81^ 86, 13L 152
Strays, 82, 173, 178, 179, 23.3-23(>, .m.

343. 344. 345. 372. 374,
.elimination of, 236-238. 372.

373
Steel, sijicon, 109
Suva, Vi'ii Islands (station), 21
Swan Island (station), 150

TATOOSH, WASH, (station), 8, 18,

9 27
Taylorr^OIoyt, 245

, J., 2JA
, N. H. C, 311

Telefunken Co., 79. 172. 122
Telegraphy, trans-oceanic radio, S2

(see also Stations, trans-oceanic)

Telephony, radio, 77-79. 284-286. 292.

33Q
Temperature, effect on guys, 143, 150,

151

, portable, 324i 331^ 332
, Wheatstone, 33()

Triplers, frequency, 5(>-70

Tropical Radio Telegraph Co., 158^ 311
Tube, Braun, 264, 220
Tuckerton, N. J. (station), 91^ 15Q
Tuning, a. f., 22S=23Q
Turner, L. B., 382
TutuUa, Samoa (station), 8, 9, 19, 21,

22

ULTRAUDION, SEE AUDION,
OSCILLATOR

I nited Fruit Co., 15H, 111
United Wireless T^graph Co., 328,

I'niversity of California, 123

VACUA IN VALVES, 227. 228, 235.

239. 241-242. 244, 216, 265, 260,

270, 2112

Vallaun, G., 74-76

Valve receivers, 181, 215-247. 2fil and
following (sec also Audion, Pliotron)

XmpoT, mercury in tulx's, 269, 281, 2112

Variation, in signal strength, 103-105.

Voltmeters, electrostatic, 1 in

Von Licl>en, 182, 22a

WASHINGTON SECTION OF
INSTITUTE, 29, 152

Washington, D. C. (station), 8
Wattmeter, hot wire, 30. 31, 48
Wave length, nieter (Kolster), 29-53

, most efficient, 81, h2
-, of Naucn. 2i—— , of naval stations, 11, 12,

, rapid change of, SI
Weagant. Roy A., 135-153. 157. 171.

181. 182. 374. 325
Weather rejKjrts, see Reports
Wchnelt, 262, 264, 265, 292
Weinlxirgcr, Julius, 377-J^hhi
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White, WUUam C, 2&1 V-RAYS, 271, 2Z2
Wiedemann, 21i5

Wilson, H. A., 2M
Wind pressure, on masts, 135 and wT-iD/* »• \ 01

following, i6i ma Y^^^.('l?*'2"^' ^v,¥,

,

, o„
Wing C B 1M ^ Buena, Cal. (station), 8, U
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., 311
Woolverton, Robert B., 366, 371-373. VKNNECK, J., 49, 69. 70, 221

374. 375 Zj . »
—
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